
CHAPTER 5 
HAMILTONIAN AND 

VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 

This chapter presents some of the basic facts about Hamiltonian systems and 
applies them to the special case of elasticity. This is a rich area and we do not 
intend this chapter to be exhaustive. We have chosen two applications to elas
ticity: conservation laws and reciprocity. These were selected primarily to 
demonstrate the unifying power of Hamiltonian concepts. In this context, these 
topics are simple and natural. 

The basic principles in this chapter wilI be useful in the subsequent two 
chapters. Boxes 7.2 and 7.3 of Chapter 1 are prerequisites for this chapter, so 
they should be reviewed at this time. 

5.1 THE FORMAL VARIATIONAL STRUCTURE 
OF ELASTICITY 

This section presents the basic equations of elasticity in variational form. Sub
sequent sections wilI recast this same structure into the modern context of 
Hamiltonian mechanics. The variational (i.e., weak) form of the equations of 
elasticity is very useful for three reasons. 

(1) It is convenient for numerical computation. 
(2) The equations in weak form are believed to hold in situations (such as 

when shock waves are present) where the localized form doesn't make sense. 
(3) It is mathematicalIy helpful in the study of existence and uniqueness 

(see Chapter 6). 

The reader who wishes additional information should consult TruesdelI and 
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Toupin [1960], Vainberg [1964], Washizu [1982], Oden and Reddy [1976b], and 
Duvaut and Lions [1972]. 

We shall begin by considering statics. Recall from 4.12, Chapter 3 that the 
usual or strong form of the boundary value problem of nonlinear elastostatics 
is as follows: 

boundary conditions hold: the configuration rp is prescribed to be if>d (S) 
Find if> such that DIV P + PRerB = 0 in the body <B and the fOllOWing) 

on a portion ad of a<B and the traction poN = 't is prescribed on the 
remainder a •. 
For the moment we shall assume <B is an open set in 1R3. Also we assume a 

constitutive relation on <B so P is a function P of rp, and for now we assume that 
the loads are dead (see Section 3.4). For the weak formulation, we recall some 
basic terminology: 

1.1 Definitions Let the space of configurations be 

e = {rp : <B ~ 1R31 rp = rpd on ad} 

(the smoothness of rp is discussed in Chapter 6; for now it is unspecified). The 
space of variations is 

'0 = {fJ : <B ---> 1R31 fJ = 0 on ad}' 

(So '0 is the tangent space to e; see Chapter 4.) 
We call rp = rpd on ad the essential boundary condition and build it directly 

into the configuration space. The traction, or natural boundary condition poN 
= 't, will be built into our functional. 

1.2 Definitions Let G: e x '0 -> IR be given by 

G(rp, fJ) = f P: GRAD fJ - PRerB ° fJ) dV - S 'tofJ dA, 
J~ ~ 

or, in coordinates, 

The weak form of the boundary value problem of elastostatics is given by 

Find rp E e such that G(rp, fJ) = 0 for all fJ E '0 (W) 

1.3 Proposition If P and fJ are assumed to be Cl, then the weak and strong 
forms of the boundary value problem are equivalent. 

Proof Observe that 

DIV(fJoP) = (l1"P/)/A = GRAD fJ: P + fJoDIV P, 

so by the divergence theorem, 

S ",.P.N dA = f P:GRAD 1) dV + r 1}' DIV P dV. 
a~ J~ J~ 
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Therefore, 

G(ifJ,1'J) = - r 1'J.(DIV P + PRerB) dV + r 11.(P.N - t) dA. 
~ ~ 

If (S) holds, then clearly (W) holds. Conversely, if (W) holds and DIV P + 
PRerB is continuous, choose 11 to be zero on ad' but otherwise arbitrary, to con
clude DIV P + PRerB = O. Then choose 11 to be arbitrary on ad to conclude that 
P·N= t on a,. I 

Next, assume there is a stored energy function (or a free energy) ",(X, F) 
such that PaA = PRer(a",/aPA). 

1.4 Definition The energy functional is given by E: e --> [R, 

E(ifJ) = f. [PRer(X)",(X, F) - PRer(X)B(X).cf>(X)} dV - r t(X)·cf>(X) dA, 
m Ja< 

where cf>(X) stands for the vector from the origin to the point ifJ(X) in [R3. 

1.5 Proposition The derivative of Eat ifJ in the direction 1'J is given by 

DE(ifJ)'l1 = G(ifJ,l1)· 

Proof We have 

DE(ifJ)'l1 = ~E(ifJ + fl1) 

= ~ L [PRer(X)"'(X, F + f GRAD 11) - PRerB(X).(cf> + fl1)] dV 

- t t(X).(cf>(X) + fl1(X» dA I~~o 
Assuming enough differentiability to pass d/df under the integral sign and to 

apply the chain rule, we get 

L [PRer ~~.GRAD 11 - PRerB 'l1] dV - I. t'l1 dA, 

which is precisely G(ifJ, 11). I 

If the loads are not dead but depend on the point values of t/J, and if they are 
conservative-that is, derivable from potentials in the sense that B(ifJ)'l1 = 
DVB(ifJ)'l1 and t(ifJ)'l1 = DV.(ifJ)·l1-then the same result holds if in the 
definition of E we replace PRerB.cf> by PRerVB(ifJ) and t.cf> by V.(ifJ). 

In classical terminology, 11 is called a variation, or a virtual displacement, and 
is denoted oifJ, and DE(ifJ)'l1 is denoted oE. We call ifJ a critical point for E if 
DE(ifJ)'l1 = 0 for all l1-that is, if oE = 0 for any variation oifJ. Thus, we have 
proved the following: 
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1.6 Theorem. 1 if> is a solution to the weak form of the boundary value problem 
of elastostatics if and only if if> is a critical point for the energy functional E. 

This formulation of the boundary value problem of elastostics is also called 
the principle of virtual work (cf. Box 4.1, Chapter 2). One of the reasons this 
formulation is computationally convenient is that the boundary condition 
poN = or need not be imposed a priori, but comes out automatically in the 
search for a critical point. This is useful because P is generally a nonlinear func
tion of if>, so directly imposing po N = 1: could be awkward. 

Box 1.1 The Existence of Potentials 

Suppose G: e x 'D ---4 IR is defined by 1.2. When does there exist an 
E: e ---4 IR such that G(if>, 1)) = DE(if» 01) ? This is an inverse problem 
in the calculus of variations since it asks when a given set of equa
tions can be written as the Euler-Lagrange equations for some energy 
functional. 

The answer to this question is given by the infinite-dimensional ver
sion of Theorem 7.1 I of Chapter 1. We summarize: 

1.7 Proposition (i) There is an E: e -> IR such that G(rp, 1)) = 

DE(rp)oll if and only if 
D1G(rp, 1))0; = D1G(rp, ;)01) 

for all if> E e and 1),; E 'D. 
(U) If the condition in (i) holds, E is given by 

E(rp) = ( G(trp, rp) dt. 

The reader may supply a direct proof of this without difficulty. The 
symmetry condition in (i) is just the symmetry of D2 £(if»(1) , ;) in 1) and 
;. The proposition as stated has nothing to do with elasticity. If we 
specialize G to be given by 1.2, then we have 

D1G(rp, 1))0; = L~ A/bB1t1Ae
b
1B dV 

= f<ll Ao(GRAD 1), GRAD;) dV, 

where A is the elasticity tensor. Thus the symmetry of DIG holds if and 
only if we have the symmetry A/bB = AbBaA

• This is, in turn, equivalent 

1 Further aspects of the significance of the weak form are discussed in the next chapter in 
connection with the existence and uniqueness theory. In particular, we shall address the ques
tion: can E be minimized? 
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to the existence of rji such that P/ = PRer(arjijap,A), reproducing an 
observation we made in Section 3.4. 

Problem 1.1 (J. Mesirov) Show that the equations u" = 
hex, u, u'), where u' = dujdx, u" = d2ujdx2, are the Euler
Lagrange equations for some variational principle (with u: [0, 1] 
--+ IR, u(O) = a, u(I) = b) if and only if h is independent of u'. 
Do this (a) by directly identifying u" = hex, u, u') with the Euler-

Lagrange equations for fal F(x, U, u') dx and (b) by applying 1.7 

to G(u, 1']) = f [u" - hex, u, u')]1'] dx. 

There are several ways to formulate variational principles for elastodynamics. 
We shall go into these in detail in subsequent sections. For now we state the 
weak form as follows: let G map the pairs (motions satisfying the essential 
boundary condition, curves of virtual displacements) to functions of time by 

where A is the material acceleration of the motion. Then the weak form is 

Find q,t such that G(q,t, '1'1,) = 0 for all'l'lt E -0. 

The calculations above show that if P and '1'1 are CI, then this is equivalent to 
the strong form: PRerA + DIV P= PRerB with boundary conditions q, = q,d on 
ad and P·N = 't on a~. Also, if P is derived from a potential rji, then Gdyn(q", '1'1,) 
= 0 are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian L = t f <B PRer II V 112 dV 

- E(q,,) in the sense that 0 f." L dt = 0 for all variations '1'1, that vanish at two 
It 

specified times, say t = 0 and t = T. 

Problem 1.2 Carry out this idea in detail using Proposition 7.9 in Box 7.2, 
Chapter 1. 

Problem 1.3 Write G(q,,'I'I) = f<B f(q,)·1) dV + fD~g(q,)'1)dA and observe 
that the elastostatic equations linearized about ~, in strong form, are 

{Df(~)'U + f(~) = 0 in (S, 

Dg(~).u + g(~) = 0 on a~. 
Suppose G(q" 1) = DE(q,).1). Show that the equations linearized at ~ are 
derived from the potential 

Elin(U) = DE(~).u + t D2E(~)'(u, u). 

Work this out for linear elasticity and show that Elin agrees with the energy 
function derived in Section 4.3. 
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Problem 1.4 (Hu-Washizu Theorem) In classical elastostatics, define 

H(u, e, (1, t) = f(J! t cobed eabecd dV - f(J! B1u j dV 

- r (Job(eab - t(ua, b + Ub, a» dV -J, '(;luI dA - J ti(UI - ill) dA. J(J! a~ ad 

Show that DH(u, e, (1, t) = 0 (D taken in all variables) reproduces six sets 
of equations in classical elastostatics (see Washizu [1982], p. 31). 

Box 1.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.1 

Configuration Space 
e = f</1: ffi __ 1R3 1 </1 satisfies the essential (displacement) boundary 

condition on ad c affi} 

Space of Variations 
"0 = fll: ffi -- [1(311) = 0 on ad} 

Weak Form of the Boundary Value Problem of Elastostatics 
G(</1, '1}) = 0 for a111) E "0, 

where 

G(</1, 11) = i (P: GRAD 1) - PRefB .1) dV - J 't°11 dA (J! . aT 

= r (P/rtIA - PRef Bal1a) dV -J, 7:al1a dA. J(J! ~ 

Energy Functional 
E: e--IR 

E(</1) = r PRef(rfJ - B.4» dV -J, 'to 4> dA J(J! aT 

= i (PRefrfJ, - Ba</1a) dV -J, 7:a</1a dA (J! ilT 

If P/ = PRef(arfJ/aPA), then DE(</1)01) = G(</1,1). 

Potentials 
rfJ exists if and only if D 1 G( </1, 1)) ° ~ = D 1 G( </1, ~) 01) if and only if 

the elasticity tensor is symmetric: A// = A/aA
• 

5.2 LINEAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
AND CLASSICAL ELASTICITY 

There are a number of subleties involved in generalizing the ideas of Hamil
tonian mechanics to infinite dimensions. For example, how are Poisson brackets 
and canonical transformations defined? In this and the next section we develop 
some of the basic ideas of this theory and apply them to elasticity. We assume the 
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reader has read Boxes 7.2 and 7.3 in Chapter 1, but shall occasionally give the 
finite-dimensional coordinate analogues to help fix the concepts. 

2.1 Definitions Let X be a Banach space. 

(a) A (weak) symplectic form on X is a continuous bilinear map OJ: 
X x X --> [R that is (i) skew (i.e., OJ(u, v) = -OJ(v, u» and (ii) (weakly) 
non-degenerate (i.e., OJ(u, v) = 0 for all v E X implies u = 0).2 We 
often speak of X with a symplectic structure OJ as a phase space. 

(b) A linear operator A: :DCA) --> X with domain :D(A) a linear subspace 
of X is called Hamiltonian if it is OJ-skew; that is, OJ(Ax, y) = 
-OJ(x, Ay) for all x, Y E :D(A). 

(c) The Hamiltonian or energy function of A is defined by H(u) = 

tOJ(Au, u), u E :D(A). 
(d) A bounded linear operator T: X --> X is called a canonical transfor

mation if it preserves OJ; that is, OJ(Tu, Tv) = OJ(u, v) for all u, VEX. 

(In the pull-back notation of Chapter 1, this reads: T*OJ = OJ.) 
(e) An operator A = :D(A) --> X is called closed when its domain :D(A) 

is a Banach space using the norm 

\\\u\W = \\Au\\Z + \\u\\Z, 

II • II being the X-norm. We shall assume in the following that A is 
closed and that this Banach space structure is given to :DCA). 

In finite dimensions we often choose X = [Rzn with coordinates (q1, ... ,qn, 
Ph ... ,Pn) and co = dql 1\ dpl' As a bilinear map, co is given by co«q, p), (g, ft» 
= Plql - iF PI' The form co has the matrix 

.n=[0 I] -1 0' 1 = Identity 

in the sense that coeu, v) = uT ·.n·v. A linear operator in this case may be 

represented in block form as A = [: ;J. It is easily checked that A is OJ-skew 

when hand c are symmetric and aT = -d. The reader should also check that A 
and H are, in this case, related by Hamilton's equations: if A(q,p) = (q,jJ), 
then 

Ii = (aq + bp)' = al,qi + bl'p, = aaH , 
'PI 

. ( d) i + dl aH p, = cq + 'P J = cljq ,PI = - aq" 

This relation between A and H can also be written Au = .n DH(u). 

ZWe call (j) ~trongly non-degenerate if for every continuous linear function «: X --> IR 
(i.e., « E X*), there exists a unique U E X such that (j)(u, v) = «(v) for all VEX. In finite 
dimensions, strong and weak non-degeneracy are coincident concepts, but in infinite dimensions 
they are not; weak nondegeneracy is more important. 
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Prohlem 2.1 If T = [~ ~J, what conditions on e,j, g, and h make T a 

canonical transformation? 

2.2 Proposition In Definition 2.1 we have DH(u)·v = oo(Au, v) for all 
u, v E 5:>(A). 

Proof By definition, H(u) = ~oo(Au, u). Differentiating, we get DH(u)·v = 
!oo(Av, u) + !oo(Au, v). Since A is oo-skew, we get the result. I 

In Box 7.3, Chapter 1 we defined the Hamiltonian vector field XH of an 
energy function H by the relationship ixHoo = dH. Proposition 2.2 shows that 
A is the Hamiltonian vector field for its energy function. The next proposition 
takes this converse point of view: 

2.3 Proposition Let A be a closed operator and let H: 5:>(A) --IR be a Cl 
function such that DH(u)·v = oo(Au, v) for all u, v E 5:>(A). Then A is Hamil
tonian with energy H, possibly after modifying H by the addition of a constant. 

Proof From the above formula, His C2 and d 2 H(O)(u, v) = oo(Au, v). Since 
this is symmetric in (u, v), A is oo-skew; so A is Hamiltonian. Since DH(u)·v = 
DHoo(Au, u)]·v, H is the energy, up to a constant. I 

2.4 Examples 

l. (a) Let Xl and 'Yl be Banach spaces with 'Yl continuously and densely 
included in Xl. Let X = 'Yl x xt and define 00: X X X --IR by oo«y, ~), 
(y, (2» = /2(y) - ~(y). It is straightforward to check that 00 is a (weak) symplectic 
form. [The reader can check that if 'Y 1 = Xl' 00 is non-degenerate in the strong 
sense if and only if Xl is reflexive (i.e., the canonical inclusion Xl c xt* is 
onto).] 

(b) If < , ) is a weakly non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on Xl and 
X = 'Yl X Xl' then 

oo«(y, x), (y, x» = <x, y) - <x,y) 

is a (weak) symplectic form. 
In (a) we call 00 the canonical symplectic form on X and in (b) we say 00 is 

the symplectic form induced by <,). In (a) note that oo«(y, ~), (y, (2» = 

(y, (2) • .D. (~), where .D = [~I 6"]. and that A is related to H by A(y, ~) = 

.D.DH(y, ~). If Xl = 'Yl = Xl is a Hilbert space and if Xl is identified with 
XT (by the Riesz representation theorem), then (a) and (b) are identical. How
ever, the generality given is needed for the examples. 

(c) If Xl is a real Hilbert space and we let X = Xl EB Xl be its complex i
fication, then the canonical symplectic form induced on X in (b) (with 'lil = 
Xl and Xl = Xl can be wr:tten 
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w: X X X --> lR, W(ifJ, lfI) = -Im(ifJ, lfI), 

as is easily checked. 
2. Let ~ = lRn 

X (lRn
)* and let gii and cli be symmetric matrices. Let points 

in ~ be denoted by (q,p) = (qi,Pi) and set 

H(ql, Pi) = !giipiP i + 1;c1iqlqi, 

and let ro«q, p), (ii., ft» = Pig i 
- pli. The corresponding linear Hamiltonian 

operator is 

x ( ) - A( ) - (aH aH) _ ( Ii i) 
H q,p - q,p - ap/ - aql - g Pi' -cliq . 

If P is an n X n orthogonal matrix diagonalizing C = (cli)-that is, if p-ICP = 
A = diag (AI, ... ,An) is diagonal-then T: ~ ---+~, T(q,p) = (P-lq,p.pT) is a 
canonical transformation uncoupling the terms cuglqi. If gij is positive-definite, 
we can simultaneously diagonalize gli and cli and thereby uncouple the equa
tions into n harmonic oscillators. 

3. The wave equation ~ = i1ifJ is Hamiltonian on ~ = HI(lRn) X L2(lRn) 
with 

H(ifJ,~) = 1; fR'/ ~ /2 dx + !- fR.I VifJ /2 dx, 

Here, HI(lRn) denotes all functions ifJ: IRn 
---> lR such that ifJ and VifJ are £2-

that is, such that f 11../ ifJ /2 dx < 00 and f R' / VifJ 12 dx < 00. This is an example of 
a Sobolev space, some of whose properties are discussed in the next chapter. 
Thus, ~ is designed so that H(ifJ, ~) < 00 for (4),~) E ~. The symplectic form 
IS 

w «ifJ, ~), (lfI, ifJ» = f (ifJifJ - ~lfI) dx, 

which is the symplectic form of l(b) with '!:II = HI, ~ = £2, and ( , ) the £2 
inner product. The Hamiltonian operator is given by 

A(ifJ, ~) = (~, i1ifJ) 

with :D(A) = H2(lRn) X HI(lRn), where H2(lRn) denotes those ifJ such that ifJ, DifJ, 
and D2ifJ all lie in £2. 

4. If Hop is a symmetric operator on complex Hilbert space X, the abstract 
Schrodinger equation, 

is Hamiltonian with H(lfI) = KHoplfl, lfI), W(lfI, ifJ) = -1m (lfI, ifJ). (See Example 
l(c», and Alfl = iHoplfl.) 

Now we turn to a few properties of the dynamics of linear Hamiltonian sys
tems. Our results at this point will be preliminary; the necessary theorems for 
the full theory are presented in Section 6.3. 
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2.5 Definition Let A: :D(A) ~ X be a closed linear operator in X, with 
:D(A) c:: X a dense linear subspace. We shall say A generates a semigroup 
{Vt I t > O} if each V t : X ~ X is a bounded operator defined for t > 0 and: 

(i) Uo = Identity and II V, II is uniformly bounded on bounded t-inter-
vals; 

(ii) U,+s = VtO Us for s, t > 0; 
(iii) for each x E X, Vtx is continuous in t; 
(iv) for each x E :D(A), Vtx lies in :D(A), is differentiable in t as a curve in 

X (differentiable from the right at t = 0) and 

d 
dt Vtx = A·V,x; 

(v) if x E X and Utx is t-differentiable at t = 0+, then x E :D(A). 

If U, is defined for all t E IR, we say A generates the (one-parameter) group 
Vet). 

Conditions under which A generates a semigroup are given in Section 6.3 
along with general properties of semigroups. For example, some of the condi
tions above are redundant. (Semi-) groups are almost synonymous with (semi-) 
flows in the sense of Section 1.6. However, semigroups are linear for each t, 
and A is only densely defined. The latter is an essential difference between 
ordinary and partial differential equations. In finite dimensions or if A is bound
ed, then Vt = etA, where etA is defined by, say, a power series, but when A is 
unbounded, this relationship is just formal. 

The following shows that two of the most basic facts about Hamiltonian 
systems hold in this context. 

2.6 Proposition Let A be Hamiltonian with energy H and suppose A generates 
a semigroup [U,I t > OJ. Then 

(i) each Vt is a canonical transformation and 
(ii) H(Utx) = H(x)for each x E :D(A) and t > ° (conservation of energy). 

Proof (i) If u, v E :D(A) then 

d 
dt OJ(Vtu, V,v) = OJ(AVtu, Vtv) + OJ(Vtu, AVtv) = 0, 

since A is OJ-skew. Hence, OJ(Utu, Utv) = OJ(u, v) for u, v E :D(A) and hence 
everywhere by continuity of Vt and OJ, and denseness of :D(A). 

(ii) Differentiating V,+s = Ut' Vs in s at s = 0, we see that A Vt = UtA on 
:D(A). Thus, for U E :D(A) , H(Vtu) = tOJ(AVtu, Vtu) = tOJ(VtAu, Vtu) = 
tOJ(Au, u) = H(u). I 

The following definition and proposition is a basic criterion for the dynamic 
stability of linear Hamiltonian systems: 
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2.7 Definition We say that the semigroup {Uti t > O} is (dynamically) 
stable if there is a constant M > 0 such that II Utx II < M II x II for all x E X and 
t> O. 

This condition implies that each orbit t ~ Utx remains in a bounded set for 
all time. The following is the energy criterion for stability for linear systems. 

2.8 Proposition Suppose A is a linear Hamiltonian system with energy H. 
Suppose there are positive constants c and C such that 

cllxW < H(x) < CllxW 

for all x in ~(A). Let A generate a semigroup {Uti t > OJ. Then {Uti t > O} is 
stable. 

Proof By conservation of energy, H(Utx) = H(x). Thus 

II UtxW < {-H(Utx) = {-H(x) < ~ IlxW 

so {Uti t > O} is stable with M = Cjc. I 

It turns out that the condition H(x) > ell x W is also one of the important 
hypotheses in a theorem guaranteeing that A generates a semigroup. We shall 
study this issue in Section 6.3. 

Although this proof does not use linearity of A, the hypotheses are not easy 
to satisfy for nonlinear elasticity. The difficulties involved will be apparent when 
we study potential wells and the energy criterion in Section 6-5. 

Problem 2.2 Show that {Uti t > O} is stable in 5)(A) if H(x) > cllxll:O(A). 

2.9 Example (Abstract Wave Equation) Let JC be a real Hilbert space and 
B: 5)(B) -> JC a symmetric operator (i.e., <Bx, y) = <x, By) for all x, y E 

5)(B» that is positive; that is, there is an m > 0 such that <Bx, x) > m 211xW. 
Let ,.JBbe a (closed) positive square root for B with domain denoted 5)(Bl/2). 
Let X = 5)(Bl/2) X JC and let 

A = [~B ~J 
with 5)(A) = 5)(B) x 5)(Bl/2), and let 

co«(x, y), (x, y» = <y, x) - <x, y). 

Then A is Hamiltonian with energy 

H(x, y) = t IlyW + !<Bx, x). 

Proposition 2.8 shows that A generates stable dynamics. The evolution is deter
mined by the abstract wave equation x = - Bx. This example includes the wave 
equation ii = Au - m 2u for m > 0, with JC the V functions. (A slight modi
fication of the spaces is needed to include m = 0.) 
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In the next example, we study the case of classical elastodynamics with no 
external forcing. (This is needed so the system is linear.) 

2.10 Example (Classical Elastodynamics) We now show that the homo
geneous equations of classical linear elastodynamics, 

pii = div(c. Vu), that is, plia = (cabcducld)lb, 

define a Hamiltonian system. We work in a region (B c !R3 with displace
ment boundary conditions u = 0 on ad and/or traction boundary conditions, 
(c.Vu).n = 0 on a •. Assume, as in Section 4.3, that Cabcd comes from a stored 
energy function; that is, Cabcd = ccdab. We choose OC = HI X L2, with displace
ment boundary conditions imposed. We set 

oo«u, Ii), (v, b» = f<ll p(b·u - Ii·v) dx, 

A(u, Ii) = (u,- !diV(C.Vu») 

:D(A) = H2 x HI, with displacement and traction boundary conditions im
posed, and 

H(u, Ii) = t f<ll pilli W dx + t f<ll cabcdeabecd dx, 

where eab = HUaib + Ubi.)· Notice that A = [ !. B &J. where Bu = 
(lIp) div(c·Vu). By symmetry of c, B is a symmetric operator in the space of 
L2 maps u: (B ~ !R\ with the inner product 

<u l , u2) = f<ll p(x)u I (X)'U2(X) dx. 

Thus, as A is oo-skew, we have a Hamiltonian system in OC. It will generate a 
stable group {U(t)} if the energy is positive-definite (and other technical condi
tions discussed in Section 6.3 hold). From the form of H, we are thus lead to the 
condition that there is an E > 0 such that for any symmetric tensor eab, 

cabcdeabecd > Ell e W (stability condition3) 

As we saw in Section 4.3, this condition implies (but is not implied by) the 
strong ellipticity condition 

Cabcdeaectlbtld > EII!;W 11l1W 
(take eab = ea11b + ebtla). The latter condition was discussed in that section and 
was related to the reality of wave speeds. As we shall see in Section 6.4, the 
strong ellipticity condition is enough to guarantee that A generates a group 

3That this implies positive-definiteness of the energy for the displacement problem relies on 
Korn's inequality. See Sections 6.2 and 6.4. 
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{U(t)} and the stability condition guarantees {U(t)} is stable for the displacement 
problem. 

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we shall derive conservation laws for general Hamil
tonian systems. They apply, in particular, to linear and nonlinear elasticity. In 
preparation for that, it is appropriate to make a few comments here on conser
vation laws in the framework of abstract linear Hamiltonian systems. 

2.11 Definition Let ~ be a Banach space with symplectic form co and let A 
and B be two Hamiltonian operators in ~ with corresponding energy functions 

HB(U) = !co(Bu, u). 

The Poisson bracket of HA and HB is defined for each x E :D(A) n :D(B) by 

{HA' HB}(x) = co(Ax, Bx). 

The reader can check that for finite-dimensional systems this coincides with 
the usual expression 

2.12 Proposition At x E :D([A, B]), we have {HA' HB} = H[A,Blo where 
[A, B] = AB - BA is the operator commutator. 

Proof By definition, 

{HA' HB}(x) = co(Ax, Bx) = !co(Ax, Bx) - !co(Bx, Ax) 

= -tco(BAx, x) + !co(ABx, x) = !co([A, B]x, x) = H[A,BJ(X). I 

Suppose that A generates a semigroup UI and B generates a group VI' As we 
have seen, UI and Vt are symplectic transformations. 

2.13 Proposition Suppose that VI is a symmetry group of the function HA in 
the following sense: each map VI leaves :D(A) invariant, and HAo Vt = HA. Then 
HB is a constant of the motionfor A; that is, UI leaves :D(B) invariant and HBo Ut = 
HB. Moreover, {Ut} and {VI} commute; that is, U. Vt = VIUJor all s, t > 0. 

Proof Fix t > ° and x E :D(A). Since HAo Vt(x) = HA(x) and Vt is symplectic, 

co(Ax, x) = coCA Vtx, Vtx) = co( V_tA Vtx, x). 

Thus co(Lx, x) = 0, where L = A - V_,A Vt. Now we invoke the following to 
show that A = V_,A Vt' 

2.14 Lemma Suppose L is co-skew and co(Lx, x) = 0 for all x E :D(A), a dense 
subset. Then Lx = 0 for all x E :D(L). 
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Proof 0 = ro(L(x + y), x + y) = ro( Lx, x) + ro(Ly, x) + ro(Lx, y) + ro(Ly, y) 
= 2ro(Lx, y). Since this vanishes for all x, y E ~(L) and ro is nondegenerate, 
Lx = O. I 

To complete the proof of 2.13, we shall also need to know that the semi
group generated by A is unique. 

2.15 Lemma (Uniqueness of Semigroups) Suppose A generates semigroups 
fUrl and {U,}. Then Ut = U,for all t > o. 

Proof In fact, we shall prove uniqueness of individual integral curves. Sup
pose c(t) is t-differentiable and satisfies c'(t) = Ac(t). We shall prove c(t) = 
UIC(O). Let to > 0 be fixed and consider h(t) = Uto-,c(t) for to - t > O. We 
have 

If h(t + -r) - h(t) II = II Uto_,_,c(t + -r) - U,o-,c(t) II 
= II Uto_t_.c(t + -r) - U .. _t_.U,c(t) II 
< Gil c(t + -r) - U,c(t) II. 

Now (l/-r)[c(t + -r) - U,c(t)J = (l/'t')[c(t + -r) - c(t)J + (l/-r)[c(t) - U,c(t)J -> 

Ac(t) - Ac(t) = 0 as -r -> 0+. Thus, h is (right) differentiable with derivative 
zero, so h is constant. Hence c(to) = U,o-tc(t); that is, Utc(to) = U,oc(t). Letting 
to -> 0 gives c(t) = Utc(O). I 

Resuming the proof of 2.13, we have shown that A = V_tAV,. Now it is 
easily checked that V_tAV, generates the semigroup {V_,U, Vt Is > OJ. By 2.15, 
we must have U, = V_,U,V,. That is, U,V, = V,U,. From (v) of 2.5, if follows 
that U,~(B) c ~(B). Finally, we have the relation 

U,Bx = ddt u,v,x) = dd v,u,x) = BU,x, 
t-O S ,=0 

X E ~(B). 

Hence 

Ha(U,x) = !ro(BU,x, U,x) = !ro(U,Bx, U,x) = !ro(Bx, x) = HB(x). I 

In order to conclude that the flows U, and V, commute, it is not enough to 
just have {HA• H B} = 0; that is, [A, BJ = O. (See Nelson [1959J for an example.) 
The infinite-dimensional case is much subtler than the finite-dimensional case, 
and it is well to be wary of reliance on formal calculations alone. 

In section 5.5 we shall see how to use 2.13 for conservation laws. For example, 
we can conclude that if a one parameter group obtained from rotations leaves 
a Hamiltonian generator invariant, then the Hamiltonian flow commutes with 
rotations and angular momentum is conserved. (See section 6.2 and Chernoff 
and Marsden [1974] for the technical details needed to apply this to the wave 
equation). 
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Box 2.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.2 

Symplectic Form on a Banach Space OC. 
co: X X X -> IR is bilinear, skew (co(u, v) = -co(v, u)), and non

degenerate: co(u, v) = 0 for all v implies u = O. 
Hamiltonian Operator 

A: !D(A) -- OC is co-skew: co(Ax, y) = -co(x, Ay). 
Energy of A 

H(x) = HACx) = -!co(Ax, x), x E !D(A) 
Canonical Transformation T: OC -- OC 

co(Tu, Tv) = co(u, v), u, V E OC 
Semigroup of A. {Ut} satisfies 

d Uo = Id, Ut+s = UtO U., and dt Utx = A Utx for all x E !DCA). 

Properties of {Ut} 

(i) H(Utx) = H(x) 
(ii) Ut is a canonical transformation. 

Stability 
{Ut } is a stable semigroup when II Ut II < M for all t > O. 

Energy Criterion 
If ell x W < H(x) < Cli x W for constants C, c > 0, then {Ut} is 

stable. 
Conservation Laws 

If A generates Un B generates Vt ; and if Vt leaves :D(A) invariant 

and HAo Vt = HA, then HB is a constant of the motion for A: HBo Ut = 

HB • 

Classical Elastodynamics with Homogeneous Boundary Conditions 
pii = div(c·Vu) on (B 

u = 0 on ad, (c·Vu).n = 0 on a. 

OC = {(U, Ii) I f(!l I U 12 dx < 00, t I Vu 12 dx < 00, f(!l I Ii 12 dx < 00, 

co«U, Ii), (v, v)) = f(!l p(b·u - Ii·v) dx 

A(u, Ii) = (Ii, ~ div(c. VU)) 

and u = 0 on ad} 

:D(A) = {(U, Ii) E OC I f(!l I D2u 12 dx < 00, f<ll I Vii 12 dx < 00, 

and (c·Vu).n = 0 on a.} 

H(u, Ii) = ! f<ll pi Ii 12 dx + ! f(!l cabcdeabecd dx, eab = HUai b + Ubla) 



5.3 ABSTRACT HAMILTONIAN AND LAGRANGIAN SYSTEMS 

This section generalizes the notion of a Hamiltonian system from the linear to 
the nonlinear case. The next section shows how the equations of nonlinear 
elasticity fit into this scheme. For the beginning of the section, we shall assume 
the spaces are linear for simplicity; the reader is invited to make the generaliza
tion to Banach manifolds on a second reading. 

3.1 Definitions Let X and 'Y be Banach spaces, with 'Y continuously and 
densely included in X. Let co: X X X ---> IR be a weakly non-degenerate skew
symmetric bilinear form (as in the previous section). Let :D c 'Y be an open set 
and let G: :D ---> X be a given mapping. We will say G is Hamiltonian if there is 
a C t function H: :D ---> IR such that 

\ co(Gx, y) = dH(x). y I (1) 

for all x, y E 'Y. As in the finite-dimensional case, we write G = XH • 

The criteria for an operator to be potential (see Box 1.1 in Section 5.1) yields 
the following: 

3.2 Proposition Let G::D c 'Y ---> X be ct. Then G is Hamiltonian if and 
only if the linear operator DG(x): 'Y ---> X is co-skew for each x E :D; that is, 

co{DG(x).u, v) = -co(u, DG(x).v) 

for all u, v E 'Y. If this is the case, we can choose 

H(x) = { co(G(sx), x) ds + const. 

A principal goal is to study properties of the evolution equation 

dx ( dt = G x). 

This is the nonlinear analogue of the linear Hamiltonian evolution equations 
studied in the previous section. Later in this section we will write the equations 
of conservative, nonlinear elastodynamics in this form. To study this abstract 
evolution equation, we need to introduce its flow. Conditions under which there 
is a flow and its detailed properties will be studied in Chapter 6. For now, we 
just assume the properties we need. 

3.3 Definition A (continuous local) flow (resp. semiflow) on 'Y is a conti
nuous map F:;f) c 'Y x IR ---> 'Y (resp. F:;f) c 'Y X IR+ ---> 'Y), where ;f) is 
open, such that: 

(i) 'Y x {OJ c ;f) and F(x, 0) = x; 
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Oi) if (x, t) E m, then (x, t + s) E m iff (F(x, t), s) E m and in this case 
F(x, t + s) = F(F(x, t), s). 

We shall usually write F,(x) = F(x, t), so (i) and (ii) respectively read Fo = 
identity and Ft+s = FsoF, (where defined). For x E :D, the t > ° for which 
F,(x) is defined is easily seen to be an interval, say [0, TJ; we call Tx the lifetime 
of x, which may be +00. 

We shall say that G: :D c 'Y --> X generates the flow Ft if for each x E :D, 

d 
dt F,(x) = G(Ft(x» (2) 

(dldt is a right derivative at t = ° if Ft is only a semiflow). 

Some theorems carried over from finite-dimensional Hamiltonian mechanics 
do not make sense unless DF,(x) exists. For example, F, being a canonical 
transformation means FtOJ = OJ, or explicitly, 

OJ(DF,(x)·u, DFt{x).v) = OJ(u, v) (3) 

for all x E :D and u, v E 'Y. Conditions under which F, is differentiable (in an 
appropriate sense) are given in the next chapter. In the following proposition, 
we assume what we need. Formally, by differentiating (2) with respect to x, we 
see that DF,(x) should satisfy the "equation of variation": 

;t DF,(x).u = DG(F,(x».[DF'(x).u]. (4) 

3.4 Proposition Let G be CI, be Hamiltonian, and generate a (semi) flow Ft 
on 'Y. Assume there exist bounded linear operators DF,(x): 'Y --> 'Y satisfying 
Equation (4) and DFo(x) = Identity. (We shall say in what sense DFt is the 
derivative of Ft in Chapter 6; see Box 5.1.) Then Ft is symplectic (where defined),' 
that is, (3) holds. 

Proof By (4), 

~ OJ(DF,(x).u, DF,(x).v) = OJ(DG(F,(x»·[DF,(x)·u], DF,(x).v) 

+ OJ(DFlx)·u, DG(Flx».[DF,(x).v]). 

Since DG(FrCx» is OJ-skew, this vanishes, so the proposition follows. I 

Next we turn to conservation of energy. In fact, we will prove a more general 
theorem involving Poisson brackets. 

3.5 Definition Let X H and X K be two Hamiltonian operators with domains 
:D = :DH and :DK, respectively, where :DH and :DK are open in 'Y c X. The 
Poisson bracket of Hand K is defined on :DH n :DK by 

) {H, K}(x) = OJ(XH(x), XKeX». I 
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For the following, we assume K and XK are defined on a domain:DK ::J :D = 
:DH , so [H, K} is defined on :D. 

3.6 Proposition (Chernoff-Marsden [1974]) Suppose XH::D -> X is con
tinuous, has energy H: :D -> IR, and generates a (continuous local semi) flow F,. 
Let XK::D -> X be Hamiltonian with energy K::D -> IR. Then for x E :D, 
K(F,(x» is t-differentiable with derivative 

~ K(F,(x» = [K, H}(F,(x» 

for 0 < t < Tx , the lifetime of x. In particular, if[K, H} = 0, then K(F,(x» = 
K(x). Taking K = H, itfollows that H(F,(x» = H(x). 

Proof The tricky point is that K(F,(x» is not obviously t-differentiable under 
these hypotheses; the chain rule does not apply since t ~ F,(x) E :D is not dif
ferentiable in the 'Y-topology. 

It suffices to prove that for each Xo E :D, 

d
d K(F,(xo» I = {K, H}(xo) 
t '=0 

by the semiflow property of F,. We can also take Xo = 0 without loss of gen
erality. 

By 3.2, we can relate K to XK by 

K(x) = K(O) + f co(XK(-rx), x) d7:. 

Let x, = F,(O). Then 

+[K(X,) - K(O)} = il co( XK(7:X,), ~,) d7:. 

Now as t -- 0, x, -> 0 in :D and as XK is continuous, XK(7:X,) -- XAO) uniform
ly for 0 < 7: < 1. Also 

x x-x 
--L =' 0 -> X (0) as t ---> 0 t t H , 

since XH is the generator of F,. Thus, we can pass to the limit under the integral 
sign to obtain 

lim ~(K(x,) - K(O)} = (1 co(XK(O), XH(O» d7: = co(XK(O), XH(O» 
r-O+ t Jo 

= [K, H}(O). I 

For applications to elasticity, it will be necessary to use a number of results 
concerning Lagrangian systems. These applications also must allow X and 'Y 
to be manifolds. For example, the basic configuration space for the place prob
lem of elastodynamics is a nonlinear space e of maps; it is not even an open set 
in a linear space. For the traction problem it is an open set in a linear space, 
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but this is lost if constraints such as incompressibility are imposed. Thus, if we 
are going to be honest about the configuration spaces, the use of nonlinear 
function spaces is necessary. 

We shall now switch over to this manifold mode. The reader should take time 
to notice that much of what we did in Chapter 1 carries over to infinite-dimen
sional manifolds. At the appropriate points in what follows, the reader should 
go back to the relevant sections of that chapter and make the generalization 
(consult Abraham, Marsden and Ratiu [1982] or Lang [1972] if necessary). For 
example, let us formulate Definition 3. 1 (a) in this language: 

3.7 Definition A symplectic manifold is a pair (<P, co), where <P is a manifold 
modeled on a Banach space a: and co is a two-form such that 

(i) dco = 0 and 
(ii) co is weakly non-degenerate, that is, for each x E <P, co(vx, wx) = 0 for 

all Wx E Tx<P implies Vx = O. 

A basic symplectic manifold-the cotangent bundle-is constructed as fol
lows 

3.8 Definition Let fJ be a manifold modeled on a Banach space a:. Let T*~ 
be its cotangent bundle, and n:*: T*Q -+ fJ the projection. The canonical one
form 0 on T*fJ is the one-form defined by 

O(oc). w = oc· Tn:*(w), 

where oc E T!Q, (x E fJ) and w E T,,"(T*~). 

In a local coordinate chart'll c a:, the formula for 0 reads 

O(x, oc).(u, ft) = oc(u), 

where (x, oc) E 'lL X a:* and (u, ft) E a: x a:*. If fJ is finite dimensional, 0 can 
be written 

where ql, ... ,qn, PI, ... ,Pn are coordinates for T*~ corresponding to coor-
dinates ql, ... ,qn for fJ. 

3.9 Definition The canonical two-form is defined by co = -dO, where dis 
the exterior derivative. 

Problem 3.1 Using the local formula for d from Section 1.7 (see Formula 
4(b) in Box 7.1, Chapter 1), show that in a local coordinate chart'll c ~ 
for ~, 

co(X, oc).«u h oc l ), (u2, oc2» = ociu l ) - OC1(U2), 

which coincides with the canonical symplectic form in the linear case 
discussed in the previous section (see 2.4, Example 1). In the finite-dimen
sional case, show that this formula for co becomes co = dql A dpi (as 
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usual, there is a sum on repeated indices). Conclude that the canonical 
two-form co on T*Q is a weak symplectic form; that is, conditions (i) and 
(ii) of 3.7 hold for this co on cP = T*Q. 

Next we consider symplectic forms induced by metrics. 

3.10 Definition Let < , ) be a (weak) Riemannian metric on Q; that is, for 
each x E Q, < , )x is an inner product on TxQ. Then we have a smooth map 
1: TQ -> T*Q defined by l(vJwx = <vx, wx)x, where x E Q and vx, Wx E TxQ. 
[If < , ) is a (strong) Riemannian metric, it follows (from the implicit function 
theorem) that 1 is a diffeomorphism of TQ onto T*Q, but this is not the situation 
in most examples.] Set Q = I*(ru), the pull-back of ru by I, where ru is the 
canonical form on T*Q. [Clearly Q is exact since Q = -d(l*(O».] 

Problem 3.2 (Polar Fluids) Let Q = e be the configuration space of maps 
rp: CB ----> S. Let C1f be a given tensor field and set 

<VI' V2 ) = Jll pgabVlaV/ dV + f(Jl pC1fvla 1AV/1B dV 

Show that leV) may be identified with the one form with components 

rxb = p[gabP - (C1fva IA)IB] 

Using the definition of pull-back one can readily verify the following: 

3.11 Proposition 

(a) If < , )x is a weak metric on Q, then Q is a weak symplectic form. In a 
chart 'U c X for Q, we have 

Q(x, u)«VI> WI), (V2' w2» 
= Dx<u, VI)xV2 - Dx<u, V2)XVI + <w2 , vI)x - <WI> V2)X, (5) 

where Dx denotes the (Frechet) derivative with respect to x. 
(b) Q = -de, where, locally, e(x, e)(e l , e2 ) = <e, e l \. 

Problem 3.3 Prove 3.11, and, in the finite-dimensional case, show that 
Formula (5) for Q becomes 

Q = g{jdqi 1\ del + ~;:!eldqj 1\ dqk, 

where ql, ... ,qn, ql, ... ,qn are coordinates for TQ. 

Generalizing the case of'Y c X, two Banach spaces with the inclusion dense 
and continuous, let us call a manifold domain of cP, a subset 5) c cP such that 5) 

has its own manifold structure for which the inclusion i: 5) ----> cP is C~ and such 
that its tangent Ti: T5) -> TcP is also injective. 
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We shall also refer to generators as vector fields. If (CP, ro) is a weak symplectic 
manifold, the condition that a vector field XH = G: :0 -~ TCP (with manifold 
domain:O c TCP) be Hamiltonian with energy H is that 

iGro = dH. 

That is, for all x E CP and v E TxCP we have 

rox(G(x), v) = dH(x).v. 

The reader will note that this is a generalization of the definition in the linear 
case. Also note that locally, G is Hamiltonian if and only if d(iGro) = 0; in a 
chart in which ro is constant4 this says that the linear operator DG(x) is ro-skew, 
that is, just as in 3.2. 

We often write G = X H because usually in examples H is given and then one 
constructs the Hamiltonian vector field XH • In the finite-dimensional case, 
where co = dql 1\ dpl' the generator takes the familiar form of Hamilton's equa
tions: XH = (aH/a PI' -aHjaql) (see Box 7.1 of Chapter 1). 

Because co is only weak, given H: :0 -> IR, X H need not exist. Also, even if H 
is smooth on all of CP, XH will in general be defined only on a certain subset :0 
of CP, but where it is defined, it is unique. The linear wave equation discussed in 
the previous section is a case in point. Notice, however, that even if H is only 
defined on :0, for x E :0, dH(x) must extend to a bounded linear functional on 
TxCP because of the defining relation between XH = G and H. 

The reader is invited to extend the proofs given in 3.4 and 3.6 on conservation 
of energy and the symplectic nature of the flow to the case in which the phase 
space is not necessarily linear and ro is not necessarily constant. 

For elastodynamics we shall be especially interested in infinite-dimensional 
Lagrangian systems. Before developing this, we recall some of the key defini
tions in finite-dimensional coordinate language to help bridge the gap to the 
infinite-dimensional case. 

Consider a finite dimensional configuration manifold f.I with coordinates 
(ql, ... , qn). The tangent bundle Tf.I has coordinates (q I, ..• , qn, ql, ... , qn) and 
a Lagrangian is a real-valued function L(ql, ql) that is, L: Tf.I --> IR. The Legendre 
transformation (or the fiber derivative) is the map FL: Tf.I --> T*f.I defined by 
(ql, ql) ~ (ql, pJ, where PI = aL/aql. The Lagrange two-form COL is the pull-back 
of the canonical two-form co = dql 1\ dpi on T*f.I to Tf.I, obtained by substitut
ing PI = aL/aql for Pi' By the chain rule, we get 

- d I 1\ d(aL) - a
2
L d I 1\ d J + a

2
L d I 1\ d'J 

COL - q aql - aqJ aqi q q aql aqf qq. 

If L is the kinetic energy of a metric, then COL reduces to co defined in 3.10. 

4Such charts always exist under some reasonable technical conditions. This result is called 
Darboux's theorem; for the finite-dimensional case, see Abraham and Marsden [1978], and for 
the infinite-dimensional case, see Marsden [1981]. 
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The action is defined by A(ql, ql) = (aLjaql)qi and the energy is E = A - L. 
Note that 

dE -aLd'l+ a2L 'Id J+ a2L 'ld'J_aL d l_aLd'l 
-aql q aqJaqlq q aqlaif q q aqiq aql q 

in which the term (aLjaql) dql cancels, The Euler-Lagrange equations are (see 
Box 7,2, Chapter 1) 

Let 

XE(ql, ql) = [ql, (a:12~qJrl (~~ - a;2fqkqk) J 
assuming L is regular; that is, a2Ljaqi aqJ is non-singular, Here (a 2Ljaqi aqi)-I 
stands for the matrix [(a2Ljal/ aqltl]IJ. Then Lagrange's equations in first
order form are 

by the chain rule. 

d (ql) _ X ( 1 'I) dt Ii - E q, q 

The basic connection with Hamiltonian systems is this fact: XE is the Hamil
tonian vector field for the Hamiltonian E, using the symplectic form COL (COL is non
degenerate if L is regular). In other words, ixEcoL = dE. Thus, in this sense, the 
theory of Lagrangian systems is a special case of that of Hamiltonian systems. 
To prove this fact, we compute as follows: if we write X E = (GL GD, then from 
the formula for COL' and ia/dqi 1\ dqi) = G; dql - dqIG{, and so on, we get 

, - GI a
2
L d' G' a

2
L d 1+ GI a

2
L d' l G' a

2
L d' l 

IxECOL - la la'i q - 2a ia' i q la'ia'J q - 2a'la" q, qq qq qq qq' 

Now substitute 

Gll(ql, q') = q'i and G q I 
_ 

( 
a2L )-I(aL a2L 'k) 

2 - aii aq' aql - aqi aqk 

and the previous formula for dE results. (We will re-do these calculations in 
index-free notation below.) Here are two basic examples (also re-done below), 

1. Let Q be a Riemannian manifold with metric tensor gl,' Let L: TQ -> IR 
be given by L(ql, qi) = t giAiq', the kinetic energy, Then (ql(t), ql(t» satisfies 
Lagrange's equations if and only if ql(t) is a geodesic. 

Proof djdt (aLjaq') = aLjaql reads 

d ( «» 'I) 1 agkl 'k" th ' dt gl, q t q = 2' aql q q, at IS, 

"{ + ag{j '/ 'k _ 1 agkl 'k 'I 
g{,q aqk q q - '2 aql q q, 
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D· I 

D~ = o. 
which are the geodesic equations I 

2. Let ~ be as in 1, V: ~.-> IR a given potential and let L(ql, qi) = 
! gllqlqi - V(qi). This time, Lagranges equations read 

~~I = -(VV)i (i.e., acceleration = force), 

where (V V)' = (grad V)' = gil (a Vjaqi) is the gradient of V. 

Now we are ready to re-do these calculations in infinite dimension. One of 
the things that complicates matters is the domains of the various quantities. 
However, the linear case already shows this is quite basic. 

3.12 Definitions Let ml be a manifold modeled on a Banach space ~1> and 
let ~ c ml be a manifold domain. Consider the following subset of the tangent 
bundle Tml: 

<P = U Txml. 
xEQ 

We call <P the restriction of Tml to ~ and write <P = Tmll~. If 11 I is the model 
space for ~, we can endow <P with a manifold domain structure by giving it the 
local product structure ~ = 111 X ~I. 

By a Lagrangian on <P c Tml we mean a smooth function L: <P -> IR. In parti
cular, for each x E ~, L restricts to a smooth function on Txml. We form the 
fiber derivative FL: <P -> T*ml, defined as follows 

FL(v)·w = dd L(v + tw)! where v, w E Txml. 
t ,=0 

Define Oh = (FL)*w, a two-form on <P, where OJ is the canonical two-form on 
T*ml. Thus OJL= -dOL, where OL = (FL)*O, 0 being the canonical one-form on 
T*ml. We will call L regular if OJL is weakly non-degenerate-that is, if 
DzDzL(x, v) is weakly non-degenerate. This assumption will be made here. 

The action A and energy E are defined by 

A(v) = FL(v)·v and E = A - L. 

Let!.D be the subset of <P consisting of all points v such that XE(v) E T<P is 
defined. Thus we regard XE as a vector field on <P with domain !.D. We call XE 

the Lagrangian vector field determined by L. 

Problem 3.4 Verify the following local formula for OJL : 

OJix, V)«XI' VI), (xz, vz» = D1(DzL(x, v)·xl)·XZ 

-- D)(DzL(x, v)'XZ),x I + DzDzL(x, v),vz 'X I 

(6) 
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The classical Lagrange equations are second-order equations. There is a 
general notion of second-order fields on a tangent bundle Tml, and we can 
extend this notion to the case of vector fields defined on (P c Tml. Indeed the 
projection n: Tml --> ml restricts to a map from (P to Q; we say that XE is of 
second order when Tn(XE(v» = v for each v E 5). If, in a chart, XE(x, u) = 
(Gl(x, u), G2(x, u» (dropping base points), then XE is second order when 
Gl(x, u) = u. In this case, the first-order equations (2) 

x = Gl(x, u), U = Gix, u) 

are equivalent to the second-order equations 

x = Gix, x). 

3.13 Theorem Let L be a regular Lagrangian, with associated vector field 
X E defined on 5) c (P, as above. Then the following hold: 

(i) 5) c TQ, 
(ii) X E is a second-order vector field, 

(iii) In local coordinates, a point (x, v) of TQ belongs to 5) if and only if 
¢(x, v) = D1L(x, v) - DzCD1L(x, v)·v) 

lies in the range of D2D2(x, v), regarded as a map from Xl into 1]f. 
If this condition is met, we have the formula 

XE(x, v) = (v, [D2D2L(x, V)]-I·¢(X, v». 

(iv) A curve (c(t), c'(t» in TQ is an integral curve of XE if and only if 
Lagrange's equations hold: 

~ D2L(c(t), c'(t» = D1L(c(t), c'(t». 

Proof Let 'U c 1]1 be a local chart for Q, and consider 'U X Xl the corre
sponding local chart for (P. If (x, u) E 'U X Xl' we have E(x, u) = D2L(x, u). 
u - L(x, u) and hence 

dE(x, u)·(u l, u2) = D 1D2L(x, u)·u·u l - D1L(x, u)·u l + D2D2L(x, U)·U·U2' 

where Ul , U2 E 1]1 X Xl C Xl X Xl' 

Locally, at points in 5), let XE = (G l , G2) (base points are omitted). The 
defining condition on XE is the relation 

Cth(x, u)(XE(x, u), (UI> u 2» = dE(x, u).(u l, U2)' 

Using the local formula (6) for Cth, this becomes 

D1D2L(x, u)·Ul·Gl - D1D2L(x, u).Gl·Ul + D2D2L(x, u)·U2·Gl 

- D2D2L(x, u)·G2·Ul 

= D 1D2L(x, u)·u·u l - D1L(x, u)·u1 + D2D2L(x, u)·u·u2· (7) 

If we set u 1, and then u2 , equal to zero in relation (7), and make use of the weak 
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non-degeneracy of D2D2L(x, u), we obtain the following conditions: 

GI(x, u) = u, (8) 

D zD2L(x, u)·G2·UI = DIL(x, u)·u I - DID2L(x, u)·u.u l . (9) 

From these local formulas all our conclusions follow. Indeed, because G I (x, u) 
E 'YI' the relation U = GI(x, u) shows that :D c Tf),. Conclusions (ii) and (iii) 
follow from (7) and (9). Finally, (iv) follows from the relation (9) satisfied by 
G2, as one sees by using the chain rule to differentiate D2L(c(t), C'(t)). I 

Remarks (I) As we shall see below, this form of Lagrange's equations for 
field theories is a statement of the weak form of the equations. 

(2) By a base integral curve we mean the projection to f), of an integral curve 
of XE • Explicitly, let e(t) E :D be an integral curve of XE • (This means that 
e'(t) = XE(e(t)), where e'(t) is computed relative to the manifold structure of 
(p.) Define c(t) = n(e(t)), a curve in f),. This is the base integral curve. Because 
XE is a second-order vector field, we have c'(t) = e(t), where the derivative is 
computed relative to the manifold structure ofm. In components, if XE(x, u) = 
(u, Gix, u)), then the integral curve (x(t), u(t)) satisfies x = u, U = G2(x, u). 
The curve x(t) is thus the base integral curve. 

(3) Because E is a smooth function on (P, it was not necessary to introduce a 
manifold structure on :D in order to construct XE • (Although, in many instances, 
:D will have its own manifold structure) 

3.14 Example To illustrate these constructions, consider the wave equation. 
We start with m = Xl = V(lR

n
) and the Lagrangian 

L(ifJ,~) = ±<~,~) - ±<VifJ, VifJ) 

defined on the space (P = HI X L2. Regard (P as the restriction of L2 X L2 = 
TV to f), = HI C L2. The fiber derivative of L is the map from HI X V to 
V X (V)* = T*(V) given by the formula FL(ifJ, ~) = (ifJ, <~, . »). Hence we 
have 

Wi(ifJh ~I)' (ifJ2' ~2)) = <~2' ifJI) - <~I' ifJ2)' 

This is the same symplectic form we used in the previous section for the wave 
equation. We know that W L is weakly non-degenerate on (P. By a straightforward 
computation we find the energy to be 

E(ifJ, ~) = 1<~' ~) + ±<VifJ, VifJ), 

whence we have 

dE(ifJ, ~)·(IJI, ifJ) = <~, ifJ) + <VifJ, VIJI)· 

Next, let us use Theorem 3.13 to determine the domain :D of XE • We know that 
:D is contained in f), = HI X HI. We must consider a(lJI) = -<VifJ, VIJI) as a 
function of IJI, then does a lie in the range of D 2D 2L(ifJ, ~) = <~, .)? This is so 
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if and only if ¢ E HZ, in which case (1.,(IfI) = <V¢, 1fI), and so 

XA¢, ~) = (~, il¢) 

CH. 5 

on the domain ~ = HZ X HI. This is then in accord with our treatment of the 
wave equation in the previous section. 

We now generalize this example in a way that is relevant for elastodynamics. 

3.15 Definitions Suppose that mI is a (weak) Riemannian manifold with 
metric <., .). Let V: ~ c mI -> IR be a smooth function on a manifold domain 
~. Define a Lagrangian by 

L(vq) = t<vq, vq) - V(q), where Vq E TqM and q E ~. 

Note that L is a smooth function on <P = TmI I~. Moreover, the fiber derivative 
of L does not involve V; in fact, it is just the map from TmI to T*mI determined 
by the metric <., .). Hence Oh is the weak symplectic form induced by the 
metric; that is, (6) reduces to (5) in this case. 

We say that the weak Riemannian metric has a smooth spray provided there 
is a smooth Hamiltonian vector field XK : TmI -> T(TmI) associated to the 
kinetic energy function K(v) = t<v, v) on TmI. 

If q E ~, we say that grad V(q) exists provided there is a vector U E TqmI 
such that, for all v E Tq~, 

dV(q)·v = <u, v). 

We write u = grad V(q) in this case, and let ~o = {q E ~ I grad V(q) exists}, 
the domain of grad V. 

Problem 3.5 (a) In local coordinates, show that the condition for exist
ence of a spray is that there be a smooth map Gz(x, v) satisfying the rela
tion 

<Gz(x, v), vI)x = tD/v, V)x·VI - Dx<v, vI)x·V, 

and that the spray XK is then given by the local formula XK(x, v) X 

(x, Gz(x, v». Show that Gz(x, v) depends quadratically on v; this is a 
characteristic property of sprays. 
(b) Let e be the space of embeddings ¢: CB -> g. Let 

<VI' V z) = t pVI · Vz dV 

Check that this metric has the smooth spray given by 

~~= V, P~~ =0 

Rewrite in spatial form. 
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Even though a metric < , > is weak, it may nevertheless possess a smooth 
spray. This occurs in elastodynamics and fluid mechanics as we shall see in 
Chapter 6. 

We now generalize a familiar theorem of Lagrangian mechanics to the infi
nite-dimensional case by a straightforward calculation. 

3.16 Theorem Let <', . > be a weak Riemannian metric on ;m that has a 
smooth spray. Let V: ~ c ;m -> IR be a smooth function with manifold domain ~, 
and define L on (P = T;m I ~ as above: L(vq) = K(vq) - V(q). Assume that the 
spray XK exists and maps a> into Ta>. 

The domain ~ of XE , the associated Lagrangian vector field, is ~ = T~ I ~o, 
where ~o is the domain of grad V. Furthermore, we have theformula 

where [ ]t. denotes the canonical injection ("vertical lift") of Tq;m into Tv.(T;m) 
defined by 

Problem 3.6 Prove Theorem 3.16. 

To treat incompressible elasticity, we shall need some general facts about 
constrained systems in the context of the present discussion. A technically useful 
fact is that in many cases the property of having a smooth spray is not destroyed 
by the presence of constraints. For the case of an ideal fluid with the constraint 
of incompressibility this was shown by Ebin and Marsden [1970]. It has technical 
utility for analytical purposes as well as being of interest in its own right. In 
Chapter 6 we shall explain how this same result can be used in elasticity. 

3.17 Theorem Let;m be a weak Riemannian manifold possessing a smooth 
spray S: T;m -> p;m. Let m. be a submanifold of;m. Suppose that, for each 
x E m., there is an orthogonal decompositions Tx;m = Txm. EB ex' Using this 
decomposition, define a projection IP: T;m I m. -> Tm.. Assume IP is smooth. Then 
the restriction to m. of the Riemannian metric has a smooth spray given by 

S'Jt = TlPoS at points ofTm.. 

Problem 3.7 Prove Theorem 3.17. (See Abraham and Marsden [1978], 
p. 229 if you get stuck). 

Problem 3.8 A vector w E p;m is called vertical if Tn M' W = 0, where 
n~: T;m ->;m is the projection. (a) Show that vertical vectors can be 
identified with "ordinary" vectors-that is, tangent vectors to ;m by way 

SThe existence of such decompositions is automatic for strong metrics. For weak metrics 
it usually relies on the Fredholm alternative and elliptic theory; see Chapter 6. 
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of vertical lift. (b) Show that S'J(. - S is vertical at points of;)"(,. (c) Becausl 
of (b), S'J(. - S may be identified with a vector field in :m:, with domain ;)"(, 
Show that Sm - S is orthogonal to ;)"(,. (d) Intuitively, S'J(. - S gives thl 
"forces of constraint" which ensure that particle trajectories remain ir 
;)"(,. (For incompressible fluid dynamics or elasticity, this force of constrain 
is the pressure gradient, as we shall see later). Verify this explicitly in term 
of centripetal force for a particle in 1R2 constrained to move on a circle 0 

radius R. 

Box 3.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.3 
[Finite-dimensional analogues are given in brackets.] 

Phase Space 
(<P, co); dco = 0 and 
cox(Vx, wx) = 0 
implies Vx = o. 

for all Wx 

Hamiltonian Vector Field 
XH: ~ c <P --> T<P, ixHco = dH 
Flow of XH 
FI : ~ --> ~ satisfies 
d 
dt FtCx) = XH(FtCx» 

Poisson Bracket 
{H, K} = CO(XH' XK ) and 

ft K(FtCx» = {K, H}(F,(x» 

where F, is the flow of XH • 

Canonical Forms on T*Q 
O(rt). W = rt· Tn*(w), 
OJ = -dO 

Locally, <P is a Banach space 
and co is a skew-symmetric non
degenerate bilinear form. 

[co = dqi 1\ dpl] 

O(x, rt)(u, ft) = -rt(u) [0 = PI dql] 
co(x, rt)«u, rt l ), (u2, 1X2» 

= 1X2(U I ) - IX I (U2) 

[co = dqi 1\ dpl] 

Symplectic Form on TQ with Respect to a Metric < , ) on Q 
Q = I*co, where Q(x, U)«VI' WI), (v2, W2» 
I: TQ --> T*Q is defined by = Dx<u, VI)x·V2 - Dx<u, V2)x·VI 
I(v)(w) = <v, w). + <w2, vI)x - <WI' v2)x 

[n = glJdql 1\ dil + ~!~ql dqJ 1\ dqk] 

Lagrangian 
L: TQ --> IR L = L(x, u) [L = L(ql, ql)] 
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Legendre Transform 
FL: TQ ---> T*Q FL(x, U)(V, W) = DzL(x, U)·W 

FL(v)·w = dd L(v + tW)j t tmQ [PI = ~~J 
Lagrange Two-Form 

Oh = (FL)*ro Oh(X, u),«v to Wt), (vz, wz» 

Action and Energy 
A(v) = FL(v)·v, 
E=A-L 

= Dt[DzL(x, u).vtl·vz - Dt[DzL(xtu),vz]'Vt 
+ DzDzL(x, U)'W2' Vt - DzDzL(x, u).wt,vz 

[ - a2 
L d I 1\ d I + az 

L d i 1\ d I] 
COL - aql aql q q aql aqi q q 

A(x, u) = D2L(x, u)·u [A = ~~qIJ 
Lagrange Vector Field 

ix/Ph = dE XJI,..x, v) = (v, [DzDzL(x, v)]-t(DtL(x, v) 
- DzCDtL(x, v). v» 

[XJI,..ql, qi) = (ql, [a;Ztqirt(~~ - a;Ztqkqk))] 

Lagrange's Equations (Integral Curves of X E) 

ft D2L(x, x) == DtL(x, x) [ft (~~) = ~~ ] 
Spray of a Metric < , > 

S = Xx, where K(v) = !<v, v) [XX(qi, ql) = (ql, nkqlqk)] 

Motion in a Potential V and Metric < > 
XE(vq ) = Xx(vq) [XJI,..ql, qi) = (ql, rjkqiqk - gilaaq~)] 

- [grad V(q)]~. 

5.4 LAGRANGIAN FIELD THEORY 
AND NONLINEAR ELASTICITY 

This section begins by studying Lagrangian systems whose Lagrangian is defined 
in terms of a density. This is the subject of classical field theory. This theory can 
be extensively developed, but we shall not do so here (see, for example, Truesdell 
and Toupin [1960] and Kijowski and Tulczyjew [1979]). We then show how 
elasticity fits into this context. 

The "fields" of elasticity are the configurations ~: <J3 ---> S. To include elasti
city, tensor field theories (such as electromagnetism) and other field theories 
(such as gauge theories) in one context, we shall regard the fields as sections of a 
bundle n: 8 ---> <J3; in our case 8 = <J3 x Sand n: 8 -> <J3 is the projection to the 
first factor. We can regard a map ~: <J3 ---> S as a section if): <J3 ---> 8 of 8 by 
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¢(X) = (X, t/>(X» so that no¢ = Identity. In general, n: 8 --> ffi or just 8 will 
denote a fiber bundle. For us, this means that 8 and ffi are manifolds, n: 8 --> ffi 
is a smooth map, non = n and the derivative of n is surjective at each point. 
The fiber over X E ffi is defined by 8x = n-I(X). One can think of 8 as the 
collection of fibers 8x , one at each point of ffi. In fact, fiber bundles are often 
defined by specifying the fiber over a typical point in the base. Vector bundles 
(such as a tensor bundle) are a special case in which each Bx is a vector space. If 
this idea seems foreign, a review of Section 1.4 may be necessary. 

Following elasticity notation, coordinates on ffi are denoted XA and those on 
the fibers are denoted X". Thus, local coordinates for the whole bundle are 
(XA, X"). The reader should fill in the coordinate formulas while reading this 
section. 

We shall assume for simplicity that the fiber bundle 8 carries a splitting 
(connection). This means that at each point p E 8x , there is a projection map 
IPp: Tp8 --> Ti8x). [It follows that Tp8 = TP(8x) EEl ker IPp and that Tn(p) gives 
an isomorphism of ker IP p with Txffi, so we can regard TpB = Tp(Bx) EEl Txffi.] 
For the case B = ffi X S, IPp isjust the tangent of the projection onto the second 
factor. 

If t/>: ffi --> 8 is a section of 8-that is, norp = Identity-we define the deriva
tive of rp at X to be the linear map Drp(X): Txffi --> T¢>(XlBx given by Drp(X) = 
1P¢>(XloTrp(X). If ¢ is the section of ffi x S corresponding to a map rp: ffi --> S, 
then D¢(X) = Trp(X): Txffi --> TxS is just the deformation gradient of the 
configuration rp. By analogy with this special case, we shall sometimes write 
F(X) = Drp(X) for the derivative of rp at X. 

4.1 Definition Let n: 8 --> ffi be a fiber boundle with a splitting. Its first jet 
bundle is the fiber bundle P(B) over ffi whose fiber at X E ffi is 

JI(8)x = {(rpx, Fx) I rpx E Bx = n-I(X) 

and Fx is a linear map of Txffi to T¢>x8x}. 

If rp is a section of 8, then its first jet is the sectionj(rp) of P(8) given by 

j(t/»(X) = (rp(X), F(X» 

where F = Drp(X) is the derivative of rp at X. 

In the literature (for example, see Palais [1965]) the reader will find the appro
priate definitions without the splitting assumption. However, for elasticity a 
natural splitting is available, and it simplifies matters somewhat to use it. 

Next, we make up a bundle that incorporates the velocity variables as well 
(in a space-time context, these would already be included as part of Dt/». 

4.2 Definitions Let P(8) be as in 4.1. Define the bundle & over ffi to be the 
bundle whose fiber &x at X E ffi consists of pairs (rpx, ~x), where t/>x E Bx and 
~x E T¢>(Xl 8x. Let the bundle::: over ffi have fiber at X E ffi consisting of triples 
(t/>x, ~x, Fx), where (rpx, ~x) E ex and Fx is a linear map ofTxffi to T¢>(XlB. 
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Let e denote a space of sections ¢: <B -~ 8 so that T",e may be identified with 
sections of the bundle whose fiber at X E <B is T",(x)8x . Thus, Te itself can be 
identified with sections of 8. 

A Lagrangian density is a smooth map cC: :=: ---> IR and we shall, by abuse of 
notation, write cC = cC(X, ¢, ~, F). 

Define the Lagrangian L: Te ---> IR associated to cC and a volume element 
dV(X) on <B by 

L(¢, ~) = fm cC(X, ¢(X), ~(X), F(X» dV(X). 

The notation e for the space of sections is consistent with our earlier usage 
in case 8 = CB X S. (It may be necessary to restrict the sections, for example, by 
imposing regularity conditions and boundary conditions of place.) 

The configuration manifold is (l = e, with appropriate differentiability 
restrictions on elements of (l. Using Theorem 1.13 of Chapter 3, one can show 
that if members of e are at least Cl, then L(¢, ~) is a smooth function. More
over, we have the following formula (suppressing the variable X): 

DL(¢, ~).(h.Ji) = Dq,L(¢, ~).Ji + D",L(¢, ~).h 

= fm aq,cC(¢;~, Drp)Ji dV + (t a",cC(¢,~, D¢)·h dV + t aD"'cC(¢,~, D¢)·Dh dV). 

(1) 

Consider now Lagrange's equations for L from the previous section: 

(2) 

Using (1), (2) means that for any section h E T",e, the relation 

it 1 aq,cC(¢,~, D¢)·h dV = 1 a",cC(¢,~, D¢)·h dV + 1 aD"'cC(¢,~, D¢).Dh dV 

(3) 

holds. By definition, (3) is the weak form of the field equations. To get the strong 
form, assume h has compact support or vanishes on aCB and that we have enough 
differentiability for the second integral on the right-hand side to be integrated 
by parts. We then get . 

1 (;t aq,cC).h dV = 1 {a",cC - DIV aD",cC}'h dV. 

Since h is arbitrary, we must have the Lagrangian density equation 

(4) 

The expression on the right-hand side is often called the functional derivative 
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of oC and is denoted 

ooC 
o¢ = a",oC - DIY a D",oC. 

The situation is summarized as follows: 

4.3 Proposition Let oC and L be related as in 4.2. Then Lagrange's equation.5 
(2) for L are equivalent to the weak form of the field equations (3). If elements 0) 

e are prescribed on aCB, so elements h of T",e (variations) vanish on aCB, and iJ 
aD",oC is C t , then the weak form (3) is equivalent to the strong form (4). 

The above formalism is suitable for field theories in all of space or with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions-that is, in elasticity, the displacement problem. 
For the traction problem, however, integration by parts leaves a boundary term, 
so we shall have to modify things, as follows. Using elasticity terminology for 
general field theory, we make the following: 

4.4 Definition Let P = -aoC/aD¢ be the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. 

Suppose boundary conditions of place are prescribed on ad and the traction 
P.N = 't is prescribed on aT> where N is the unit outward normal to aCB. Let 
'0, be a function of ¢ such that - V", '0, ="t (in Euclidean space, with "dead" 
loads, choose '0, = -"t.c{». Consider the Lagrangian 

L(¢, ~) = f oC(¢,~, D¢) dV - f 'O.(¢) dA. Jill aT 
(5) 

The same procedure as above shows that (if we have enough differentiability to 
pass through the weak from of the equations) Lagrange's equations 

are equivalent to the field equations 

%t aq,oC = a",oC - DIYaD",oC in CB 

and the boundary conditions 

P·N ="t on aT' 
Thus we conclude that with this modified Lagrangian, the boundary condi

tions of traction emerge as part of Lagrange's equations, in accord with our 
work in the first section of this chapter. 

Problem 4.1 What is the analogue of the Cauchy stress, G? 

4.5 Example Let us specialize to the case of elastitity. Let e be the space 
of all regular configurations ¢: CB -- S of a specified differentiability class, with 
displacement boundary conditions, if any, imposed. As we saw in Chapter 4, the 
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tangent space T¢>e consists of vector fields u: ffi --> TS covering q,; that is, u(X) 
E T;(x)S. (Compare with the definition of the bundle t in 4.2.) 

Consider the basic equations of motion: 

PRerA = DIV P + PRerB. (6) 

We assume that P = PRer(aWjaF) for a stored energy function W, where F = 
Tq, is the usual displacement gradient. Define the potential energy V: e --> [R by 

V(q,) = SGI PRerW(F) dV + SGI PRer1)sCq,) dV 

( + t 1).(q,) dA for the traction problem), (7) 

where V1)B = -B (in Euclidean space with dead loads, we can choose 1)sCq,) = 
- B. ~). Define the kinetic energy K: Te --> [R by 

K(u) = !- t PRer II u W dV, 

and let H = K + V, L = K - V, 

and £(q" ~, Dq,) = !PRefll ~ 112 - PRefW(Dq,) - PRer1)B' (8) 

The Hamiltonian system corresponding to this energy function is defined by 
Lagrange's equations: 

d . . 
dt D",L(q" q,) = D¢>L(q" q,). 

As was explained in Proposition 4.3, these equations are precisely the weak 
form of the equations of motion (and boundary conditions in the traction case), 
and if Pis C1, they give the strong form (6) and the traction boundary condi
tions. 

Problem 4.2 Make sense out of, and derive, under suitable covariance 
assumptions, the Doyle-Ericksen formula for the Cauchy stress a = 
-a£jag for a general Lagrangian field theory. 

4.6 Example (Incompressible Elasticity). Here we impose the constraint 
J = 1; that is, div v = O. The equations of motion are modified by replacing 
the Cauchy stress (J by (J + pI, where J'aF-T = PRer(a WjaF), that part of the 
stress derived from a stored energy function and where p is to be determined by 
the incompressibility condition. Such models are commonly used for materials 
like rubber. Interestingly, the geometric ideas developed in the last section can 
be of technical benefit for the incompressible case. 

As we saw in the previous example, the equations of clastodynamics may be 
regarded as a Hamiltonian system with configuration space e. For incompres
sible elasticity we work with 

evo1 = {q, Eel J(q,) = I}. 
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Recall that in the displacement problem rp is fixed on ad, but no boundary condi
tions are imposed in e for the traction problem. 

One can show that in suitable function spaces (Sobolev spaces; see Chapter 
6), eva! is a smooth submanifold of e. Its tangent space at rp E evo! is 

T",eVol = {V E T",e Idiv(Vorp-l) = O} 

(The proof is given in Ebin-Marsden [1970] and relies on facts about elliptic 
operators that are given in Chapter 6.) 

The main point is that the equations (and boundary conditions) of inc om pres
sible elasticity are equivalent to Lagrange's equations for the usual Lagrangian 
given by (7) and (8) on Tevol ' The extra term pI in the stress may be regarded as 
a Lagrange multiplier giving the force of constraint. 

Prohlem 4.3 Establish the last two statements above by using 3.17 and 
Problem 3.8. 

For another approach to the Hamiltonian structure of nonlinear elasticity 
based on "Lie-Poisson structures," see Seliger and Whitham [1968], Holm and 
Kuperschmidt [1982] and Marsden, Ratiu and Weinstein [1982]. 

Box 4.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.4 

Lagrangian Density 
£(X, rp, ~, Drp) 

Lagrangian 

L(rp,~) = Sm £(X, rp(X), ~(X), F(X» dV(X) (- Lm 'O.(rp) dA(X) 

for traction boundary conditions, where V'O. = -1:) 
Piola-Kirchhoff Strtss 

p = _a£ 
aF 

Weak Form of the Lagrange Density Equations for £ (~Lagrange's 
Equations for L): for all variations h, 

it L aq,£(rp,~, Drp)·h dV = L a",£(rp,~, Drp)·h dV 

+ r aD"'£(rp,~, Drp)Dh dV + r 1:.h dV Jm J~ 
Strong Form of the Lagrange Density Equations (equivalent to the 
weak form if the stress is C!) 

:t(aq,£)=a",£-DlvaD",£; P·N='t on aT 
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Elasticity 
£'(t/J, ~, F) = !PRerll ~ 112 - PRefW(F) - pRer'Oit/J) 

Incompressible Elasticity 
Impose the constraint J( t/J) = 1 and replace the Cauchy stress C1 by 

C1 + pI, where p is the pressure. 

5.5 CONSERVATION LAWS 

This section derives special conservation laws for Lagrangian systems. This is 
done first for finite-dimensional systems and then for field theory. These results, 
commonly known as Noether's theorem, play an important role in Hamiltonian 
systems. (See Abraham and Marsden [1978), Chapter 4 for this theory in a more 
general context.) These conservation laws are then applied to elasticity, repro
ducing as a special case, results obtained by Knowles and Sternberg [1972) and 
Fletcher [1976), who obtained them by other methods. 

For orientation, we give an example from one-dimensional elasticity: con
sider the equations 

X E IR, 

where P(t/Jx) = W'(t/Jx) for the stored energy function Wand subscripts denote 
differentiation. We assume W is homogeneous-that is, independent of X E IR. 
This homogeneity is associated with the identity 

where £, = !(t/Jt)2 - W(t/Jx). This conservation law may be directly checked; for 
an equilibrium solution, note the special case: (dldx)(P(t/Jx)t/Jx - W(t/Jx» = O. In 
general, spatial and material symmetries lead to such conservation laws or 
identities. 

We begin with the classical Noether theorem for finite-dimensional Lagran
gian systems. Let L(ql, ... ,qn, ql, ... ,qn) be a Lagrangian and suppose (q'(t), 
(j1(t» satisfies Lagranges equations 

d, .. 1 dt q = q', 

d aL aL . 
-d - = a~ (I = 1, ... , n). t aql q 

(1) 

Suppose Y is a vector field in Q space; Y = (P(q), ... , P(q» such that if 
'fl. is the flow of Y-that is, (alas)'fI~(q) = y'('fI.(q»-then 'fl. leaves L invariant; 
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that is, we have the identity 

L(qi, Ii) = L(VI~(q), ~~;qj). (2) 

In other words, Y is a symmetry of L in the sense that the transformation of 
phase space induced by the flow of Y leaves L invariant. 

5.1 Proposition If Equations (1) and (2) hold, then ~ = (aL/aql) yl is a 
constant of the motion; that is, d~jdt = O. 

Proof Differentiating (2) with respect to s at s = 0 gives the identity 

By (1) we have 

d m _ d (aL Yi) _ aL yt + aL ayi 'J 
dt 1-' - dt aqi - aql a1j aqJ q , 

which vanishes by (3). I 

5.2 Examples 
(a) ~ = [R3 and Y(ql, q2, q3) = e 1 = (1,0,0), the first basis vector. The 

flow of Y is translation in the q 1 direction; the induced transformation of phase 
space is 

ql~ql, 

q2 ~ q2, 
q3 ~ qJ, tl ~ q3. 

Thus the associated conserved quantity for Lagrangians independent of ql is 
!l3 = aLjaii, the momentum in the ql-direction. 

(b) Let ~ = [R3 and Y(qt,q2, q3) = (q2, _ql, 0), the vector field whose flow 
consists of rotations about the q3-axis. If L is invariant under such rotations, 
then the angular momentum about theq 3-axis, !l3 = P1q2 - qlpz is conserved, 
where PI = aLjaql. 

Proposition 5.1 may be generalized to infinite dimensions using the same 
proof as follows: 

5.3 Proposition In the context of 3.13, let VIs be aflow consisting ofe l maps 
of~ to~. Let 

Y(x) = dd Vllx) I so DY(x)·v = dd DVls(X).v'l 
s s~O s s~O 

exist for (x, v) E :D. Suppose DVls leaves L invariant; that is, DVls leaves :D in
variant and L(x, v) = L(VI.(s), DVI.(x)·v), for (x, v) E:D. Then \j3(x, v) = 
DzL(x, v). Y(x) is a constant of the motion; that is, if(x(t), vet)~ satisfies Lagranges 
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equations 

:r X(t) = vet), 

ft DzL(x(t), vet»~ = D1L(x(t), vet»~, 

then (d/dt)~ = O. 

Next we turn to conservation laws for a Lagrangian field theory using the 
context and notation of Section 5.4. [Note: All of the results that follow are 
given in differential form and assume that the solutions are at least C I. As usual, 
when shocks or other discontinuities are present, the integrated form is prefer
able: this is, what is obtained if 5.3 is used.] We begin by proving a conservation 
law for the energy density. 

Let .c be a smooth Lagrangian density on a bundle 1C: B ----> <B and let ~(t) be 
a differentiable curve of fields (sections of B) such that the Lagrange density 
equation of motion holds: 

a 
at (a",.c) = a4>.c - DIvaD4>.c. 

5.4 Proposition Define the energy density by @ = ~ .a~.c - .c. Then @ obeys 
the following conservation equation ("continutiy equation"): 

a@· a@· 
at + DIV(~.aD<I>.c) = 0, that is, Tt - DIV(~.P) = o. 

Proof Indeed, using the chain rule together with the equation of motion, we 
find 

a@ a· a.c - . a - 1. 1. at = at (~a~.c) - Tt = ~a~.c + ~ at (a~.c) - ~a~.c - 'Pa4>.c - D'P· aD4>.c 

= ~ %t (a~.c) - ~a4>.c - D~.aD<I>.c 

= ~[a4>.c - DIV aD4>.c} - ~a4>.c - D~.aD4>.c 

= -~ DIV aD4>.c - D~·aD<I>.c = -DIV(~aD<I>.c). I 

One can similarly localize the conservation laws associated with general 
symmetries. This proceeds as follows. Let !fl. be a flow on <B and let til. be a flow 
on B, preserving fibers and covering !fl •. This extends to a flow on Jl(B), called 
say iP. determined by iPso j(~)0!fl;1 = j(til.o~0!fl;I) for ~ a smooth section of 8. 
In coordinates X A on <B and xQ on the fibers of B, 

iP.(XA
, xa, P A) = (!fI1(X), til~(X, x), ~~:[ (~i:) -IT A EbB)' 

Let ~cIl and ~8 be the corresponding infinitesimal generators on <B and B, respec
tively. Assume that .c is invariant in the sense that.c is unchanged under trans-
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formation by 1jJ. x ips of ~ and (q" Dq,), that is, 

£o(ljJs x ips) = £, 

CH. \ 

and that 'fIs preserves the volume element dV on ffi. If q, is a solution of th~ 
Lagrange density equations, set 

T = £!;CB + aDif>£'('f,s0q, - Dq,'!;CB) (a vector field on ffi) 

JJ = a/>£·(!;s°q, - Dq,·f,CB) (a scalar field on ffi), 

where £ stands for £(X, q,,~, Dq,), and so on. 

5.5 Proposition (Noether's Theorem) The following identity (conservation 
law) holds: 

This is proved along the lines already indicated in the proof of the conserva
tion law for the energy density. 

Problem 5.1 Give the details of this proof, both invariantIy and in 
coordinates (see the summary in Box 5.1 for the coordinate expressions). 

Problem 5.2 

(a) Show that 5.5 implies that the flux of the four-vector (T, JJ) through 
any smooth bounded region in spacetime is zero. 

(b) What is the rate of change of the integral f u ~ dV over a smooth 
bounded region U in ffi? 

(c) Show that under some hypotheses, \l3 in 5.3 is given for field theories 
by \l3 = feB JJ dV. 

We shall now use Noether's theorem to derive conservation laws for elasticity. 
Here we use the set-up and notation from the second half of Section 5.4. In 
carrying this out, it is important to keep straight spatial and material invariances 
-that is, invariances under transformation of S (the space) and of ffi (the body), 
respectively. Such ideas are implicit in the work of Arnold [1966], for instance, 
and it is in this respect that our treatment differs from that of Knowles and 
Sternberg [1972] and Fletcher [1976]. (These authors prove more in the cases 
that they consider. They show that the only transformations that produce the 
desired infinitesimal invariance of £ are those with which they started. 6) 

6These conservation laws can also be carried out for plates and shells in an analogous 
manner (see Naghdi [1972]). A convenient context is nonlinear Kirchhoff shell theory in which 
the stored energy function depends on C and the second fundamental form, k. See also Green, 
Naghdi and Wainwright [1965] and Golubitsky, Marsden and Schaeffer [1983]. 
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5.6 Example Let us begin with spatial invariance. Let IJIs be a flow on S 
generated by a vector field w. This gives a flow on the bundle ffi X S ----> ffi by 
holding ffi pointwise fixed and moving points in S by the mapping IJIs. Invariance 
of £ in this case reads 

£(X, lJIi¢), DlJli¢)'~' DlJIs·F) = £(X, ¢,~, F), 

as an identity on £ in its arguments X, ¢, ~, F. Noether's theorem now states 
that if ¢ satisfies the equations of motion, then we have the identity 

a %",£ow) + DIV(oF£ow) = 0. 

That is, %t(;twa) + (O(otfaXA)Wa)'A = 0. 

(In the notation of Noether's theorem, ;Cl\ = 0, and ;8 = (0, w).) Specializing 
to S = 1R3 and choosing: 

(i) IJIs an arbitrary translational flow-lJIs(x) = x + sw, w a constant 
vector-we recover the equations of motion 

a a£ 
-y--. + DIvaF£ = 0, 
ut a¢ 

that is, balance of momentum. (The assumed invariance of £ holds if 
£ does not depend on the point values of ¢: cf. Chapter 3.) 

(ii) IJIs an arbitrary rotational flow. Here w(x) = Bx, where B is an arbitrary 
skew symmetric matrix. Noether's theorem (together with the equa
tions of motion) now states: 

(a",£) Q9 ~ + (oF£)oF is symmetric. 

For elasticity, (0",£) Q9 ~ = aJ? ~b = ~a~b a¢a 
is symmetric, so this reduces to the assertion that (J = J-1PFT is 
symmetric-that is, balance of moment of momentum. Again, this 
invariance assumption will hold if £ depends only on F through C. 

5.7 Remark Noether's theorem provides a natural link between balance 
laws and material frame indifference. The assumption of material frame indif
ference plus the above Hamiltonian structure implies the usual balance laws. 
Thus, from an abstract point of view, the foundations of elasticity theory written 
in terms of a Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) field theory seem somewhat more 
satisfactory-certainly more covariant-than the usual balance laws. (See Sec
tion 3.4.) 

5.8 Example Next we examine material invariance. Let As be a volume
preserving flow on ffi generated by a vector field Won ffi. This induces a flow on 
the bundle ffi X S by holding S pointwise fixed. An important remark is that 
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Noether's theorem is purely local. Thus we may consider rotations about each 
point of (B but restrict attention to a ball centered at each such point. The result 
of Noether's theorem is still valid since the proof is purely local. This is necessary 
since we wish to speak of isotropic materials without assuming (B itself is invar
iant under rotations. 

Invariance of £ means that 

£(A.(X),,p, ¢, D,poDAs ) = £(X,,p, ¢, D,p) 

as an identity on £ in its arguments. 
Noether's theorem in this case states that 

a a/a,,£.D,p. W) + DIV(aF£·Dp. W - £W) = 0, 

that is, i.(a~ PAWA) + (a: PBWB _ £WA) = o. 
at acpa aF A IA 

(In the terminology of Proposition 5.5, ;m = Wand;& = (w, 0). Note that the 
"field values" of;& are zero.) Again this can be rewritten using the equations of 
motion, if desired. 

Now specialize to the case in which (B is open in 1R3 and make the following 
two choices: 

(i) As is an arbitrary translation A,(X) = X + s W, Wa constant vector. 
Then £ will be invariant if it is homogeneous-that is, independent of 
X. In this case, Noether's theorem yields the identity 

~ (;:aPA) + (/;BPA)IB - £IA = 0, 

That is, for any subbody 'U c (B with unit outward normal NA , 

a r a£ r ( a£ ) 
at J'll a¢a PA dV = Ja'll £NA - aPB FaANB dA. 

The identity expresses conservation of material momentum; indeed, for 
elasticity, 

a£ Fa .i. Fa 
a¢a A = PRef'Pa A 

is just the momentum density expressed in material coordinates. Thus, 

£NA - adf:BFQANB = £NA + p/FaANB 

(where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor) may be interpreted 
as a momentum flux. (If £ is independent of X, the momentum identity 
can be verified directly using the equations of motion and the chain 
rule on £IA') 
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Problem 5.3 Show that the identity derived in the introduction to this 
section is a special case of this result. 

OJ) If As is a rotation about the point X 0' then W = R(X - Xo), where R 
is skew-symmetric matrix. In vector notation, 

W = V x (X - Xo), 

where V is a constant vector; in Euclidean coordinates, 

WA = fABCVB(XC - X~), 

where fABC is the alternator. Noether's theorem becomes (in Euclidean 
coordinates) 

~ (a£ Fa fABCX) + (a£ Fa fABCX _ £fDBCX) = 0 
at a~a A C aFaD A C C fD . 

This expresses a conservation law for the material angular momentum 
of the body. For it to hold, £ must be isotropic in the sense discussed 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. 

If £ is also homogeneous, then, using the identity in (i), OJ) reduces 
to 

aa;D PAfABD = 0, that is, PaDF"AfABD = 0 (B = 1,2,3). 

Problem 5.4 Use the standard isotropic representation for P to show 
directly that this identity holds. 

Remarks. All of this can equally well be done from a space-time point of 
view. Other symmetry groups (e.g., dilatations, etc.,) can be dealt with in the 
same way. See Olver [1982J for more information. 

Box 5.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.5 

Noether's Theorem (Finite Dimensional) 
If L(q, q) is invariant under the transformations induced by the flow 

of a vector field Y(q), then ~ is conserved along any solution of Lag
range's equations, where 

~ = FL·Y, 

Continuity Equation for Energy 

@=~o,,£ -£ 

a@ .1 Tt + DIV(V' ODif>£) = 0 
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Noether's Theorem/or Classical Field Theory 
If £(~, cp, Dcp) is invariant under transformations induced by vector 

fields ;m (with components eA) on the base ill and ;& (with components 
ea) on the fibers of 8, then 

aJ) + DIY T = 0 aJ) + TA 0 at 'at JA = , 

where 

and 

Noether's Theorem Applied to Elasticity 

Spatial invariance: 
(i) Under translations gives balance of momentum. 

(ii) Under rotations gives balance of moment of momentum. 
Material in variance: 
(i) Under translations (homogeneous material) gives the following 

identity (conservation of linear material momentum): 

It (:tPA) + (/;B P A)18 - .c JA = 0, 

where £ = t~a~b gab - W(F). 
(ii) Under rotations (isotropic material) gives the following identity 

(conservation of angular material momentum): 

.1.- (a£ Fa EABCX. ) + ( a£ Fa EABCX. _ £EDBCX.) = 0 
at a~a A C aFaD A C C ID • 

5.6 RECIPROCITY 

We begin this section with a statement and proof of the reciprocal theorem of 
Betti and Rayleigh. This theorem states that "for a hyperelastic body subject 
to two infinitesimal systems of body and surface forces, the work done by the 
first system in the displacement caused by the second equals the work done by 
the second in the displacement caused by the first." 

The following special case (due to Maxwell) will emphasize the interest of 
this statement. Consider a beam (not necessarily unstressed) and choose two 
points on the beam P and Q. Put a concentrated load Fp at the point P; this 
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causes a proportional displacement denoted {1,QP Fp at the point Q; {1,PQ is called 
the influence coefficient. Likewise, a load F Q at the point Q produces a displace
ment (1,PQFQ at P. Reciprocity implies the equality of the two workings: 
F Q .({1,QpFp ) = F p .({1,pQFQ); that is, that 

{1,PQ = {1,QP (Maxwell relations). 

Following our discussion of the reciprocal theorem in elasticity, we give a 
brief discussion of reciprocity in terms of Lagrangian submanifolds. The point 
is that whenever there is a potential (variational principle) for a given problem, 
there is a corresponding reciprocity principle and vice versa. For example, in 
thermodynamics the reciprocity principle is called the Onsager relation. 

We begin by deriving the classical reciprocal theorem. We recall from Propo
sition 2.8, Section 4.2 that the linearized equations about a given solution 1>t 
corresponding to incremental loads B*, t* and boundary conditions of place 
(if any), are given in material form by 

PRef(B* - U) + DIV(A. V U) = 0, } (1) 

<A~VU, N) = t* on aT' U = 0 on ad' 
where A is the elasticity tensor evaluated in the configuration 1>. We consider 
another such system for incremental loads (ii*, t*) satisfying 

PRef(B* - 0) + DIV(A. V 0) = 0, 

<A.VO,N)=t* on a" 0=0 on ad'} (2) 

Now multiply (1) by 0 and integrate over <B to get 

f(ll PRef<B* - U, 0) dV = - f(ll <DIV(A. V U), 0) dV 

= f (A.VU).VO dV - f <t*,O)dA. (3) (ll Jo< 

The quantity (A.VU).VO is given in coordinates by AoAbBUb'BUo'A' which is 
symmetric in V U and V 0 for hyperelastic materials. Thus, (3) yields the follow
ing: 

6.1 Theorem (Betti Reciprocity) Let U and -0 be two solutions of the linear
ized equations of hyperelastodynamics corresponding to incremental loads (B*, t*) 
and (.8*, i*), respectively-that is, satisfy (1) and (2). Then 

f PRelB* - U, 0) dV + f <t*O) dA (ll J~ 

= f PRef<iJ* - 6, U) dV + f <t*, U) dA. (ll J~ 
(4) 

Notice that for the special case of elastostatics, Betti reciprocity states that 

f PRef<B*, O)dV + f <t*, O)dA = f PRef<.8*, U)dV + f <t*, U) dA. (ll Jo< (ll Jo< 

(5) 
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Problem 6.1 Derive the Maxwell relations from Betti reciprocity. 

Problem 6.2 Prove that Betti reciprocity implies hyperelasticity. 

Problem 6.3 Show that if ~ = identity is stress free and the material is 
isotropic and homogeneous, each side of (4) (or (5) for elastostatics) 
becomes 

f [2,uuclducld + 2(div u)(div u)] dv 

(identifying material and spatial quantities). 

Betti's reciprocal theorem is important in several applications. One of these 
is in the theory of bifurcation of three-dimensional elastic bodies, where it limits 
the number of possible solutions. (This theory is described in Section 7.3.) For 
other applications and a historical discussion, see Truesdell and Noll [1965] 
and Sokolnikoff [1956]. 

Now we turn our attention to a reformulation of Betti's theorem in terms of 
Lagrangian submanifolds. (For additional information, see Abraham and 
Marsden [1978], Section 5.3, Guillemin an<l Sternberg [1977], Weinstein [1977], 
Oster and Perelson [1973], and Tulczyjew [1974]).* 

We shall begin by discussing the linear case, and then we shall globalize to 
manifolds. Following this we shall give some simple examples and explain the 
connections with reciprocity. 

6.2 Definitions Let (e, m) be a symplectic vector space (see Section 5.2) and 
g: c e a subspace. The m-orthogonal complement of g: is the subspace defined by 

g:..L = fe E el m(e, e') = 0 for all e' E g:}. 

We say: 

(i) g: is isotropic if g: c g:..L, that is, m(e, e') = 0 for all e, e' E g:; 
(ii) g: is co-isotropic if g: :::> g:.l, that is, m(e, e') = 0 for all e' E g: implies 

e E g:; 
(iii) g: is Lagrangian if g: is isotropic and has an isotropic complement, that 

is, 8 = g: EB g:', where g:' is isotropic. 
(iv) g: is symplectic if m restricted to g: X g: is nondegenerate. 

The terminology "Lagrangian subspace" was appatently first used by Maslov 
[1965], although the ideas were in isolated use before that date. 

To get a feel for some of the ideas we shall assume temporarily that our 
vector spaces and manifolds are finite dimensional. The following collects some 
properties related to Definition 6.2. 

*Marsden/Abraham, Foundation 0/ Mechanics, (2d ed.) © 1978. Addison-Wesley, Read
ing, MA. Sec. 5.3. Reprinted with permission. 
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6.3 Proposition 

(i) 5' c 9 implies 9-1 c 5'-1. 
(ii) 5'1- () 9-1 = (5' + 9)-1. 

(iii) dim 8 = dim g: + dim g:-1. 
(iv) 5' = 5'H. 
(v) (5' () 9)-1 = g:-1 + 9-1. 

Proof The assertions (i) and (ii) are simple verifications. To prove (iii), con
sider the linear map COl: S --> 8*. Now for e E g:, col(e) annihilates g:-1, so we 
get an induced linear map co~: g: --> (S/g:-1)*. Since co is non degenerate, this map 
in injective. Thus, by linear algebra 

dim g: < dim (8/g:-1)* = dim S - dim g:-1. 

Next consider COl: 8 --> 8* --> g:*. As a linear map CO& of 8 to g:*, this has kernel 
exactly 5'-1. Thus, by linear algebra again 

dim g: > dim Range co; = dim S - dim g:-1. 

These two inequalities give (iii). 
For (iv), notice that g: c g:H is clear. From (iii) applied to g: and to 5'-1 we 

get dim 5' = dim g:H, so g: = g:H. 
Finally, for (v), notice that, using (ii) and (iv). 

(5' () 9)-1 = (g:H () 9H )-1 = g:-1 + 9-1)H = g:-1 + 9-1. I 

The next result is often used to define Lagrangian subspaces. . 

6.4 Proposition Let (8, co) be a symplectic vector space and g: c S a subspace. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) 5' is Lagrangian. 
(ii) 5' = g:-1. 

(iii) 5' is isotropic and dim 5' = 1- dim S. 

Proof First we prove that (i) implies (ii). We have g: c g:-1 by definition. 
Conversely, let e E g:-1 and write e = eo + el , where eo E g: and e l E g:', where 
g:' is given by Definition 6.2 (iii). We shall show that e l = O. Indeed, e l E g:'-1 
by isotropy of 5", and similarly e l = e - eo E g:-1. Thus el E g:'-1 () 5'-1 = 
(g:, + g:)-1 = 8-1 = {OJ by nondegeneracy of co. Thus e l = 0, so g:-1 C g: and 
(ii) holds. 

Secondly, (ii) implies (iii) follows at once from 6.3 (iii). 
Finally, we prove that (iii) implies (i). First, observe that (iii) implies that 

dim g: = dim 5'-1 by 6.3 (iii). Since 5' c g:-1, we have g: = g:-1. Now we construct 
g:' as follows. Choose arbitrarily VI tt g: and let '0 1 = span(v l ); since g: () '0 1 = 
{OJ, g: + 'Ot = 8 by 6.3(v). Now pick V2 E 'Ot, V2 tt g: + '0 1, let '02 = '0 1 + 
span(V2), and continue inductively until 5' + 'Ok = 8. By construction, g: () 'Ok 
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= [OJ, so 8 = 5" EEl 'Ok' Also by construction, 

'01' = '0 1 + span(Vz»)l- = '0+ n span(vz)l- ~ span(Vl> V z) = 'Oz 

since Vz E '0+. Inductively, 'Ok is isotropic as well. Thus we can choose 5'" = 

'Ok' I 

We can rephrase 6.4 by saying that Lagrangian subspaces are maximal iso
tropic subs paces. 

6.5 Examples 

(i) Anyone-dimensional subspace of 8 is isotropic, so if 8 is two dimensional, 
anyone-dimensional subspace is Lagrangian. 

(ii) Let 8 = IRz X IRz with elements denoted v = (VI' Vz) and with the usual 
symplectic structure 

w«v1, Vz), (WI' Wz») = <VI' Wz) - <VZ, WI)' 

where < , ) denotes the Euclidean inner product. Then the subspace spanned 
by linearly independent vectors V and W is Lagrangian if and only if 

<V1' wz) = <VZ, WI)' 

For instance IRz X [O} and [O} X IRz are Lagrangian subspaces, as is 
span«(l, 1, 1, 1), (0, 1,0,1», and so forth. 

(iii) Let 8 = '0 EEl '0* with the canonical symplectic form 

w'U«v I , ():1), (v z, cxz» = CXiV 1) - cx 1(vz). 

Then '0 EEl [ 0 } c 8 and { 0 } EEl '0* are Lagrangian, since W'U vanishes on them 
and they have half the dimension of 8. 

(iv) Let 3C be a complex inner product space (regarded as a real vector space) 
with the symplectic form 

W(z, z') = - Im<z, z'). 

(See Example 2A(c), Section 5.2.) Thus a subspace '0 c 3C is isotropic if and 
only if all inner products of pairs of elements of '0 are real. Let .D: 3C -> 3C be 
multiplication by i = ,J=T. Then if '0 is isotropic, so is '0' = .D.'O. Also, 
-0 n .D.'O = { 0 }, as is easily seen. Thus '0 is Lagrangian if and only if all pairs 
of inner products of elements of '0 are real and '0 + .D'O = 3C. This last decom
position of 3C identifies 3C with the complexification of a real inner product 
space '0 and within 3C, the "purely real" and "purely imaginary" subspaces are 
Lagrangian. Thus, this example merely rephrases Example (iii). 

The next proposition shows that Example 6.5(iii) is, in a sense, the most 
general example. 

6.6 Proposition Let (8, w) be a symplectic vector space and '0 c 8 a Lagran
gian subspace. Then there is a symplectic isomorphism A: (8, w) -> ('0 EEl '0*, w'U) 
taking '0 to '0 EEl {O }. 
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Proof Let 8 = '0 EB '0', where '0' is isotropic, and consider the map 

T: '0' ---> '0*, 

We claim Tis an isomorphism. Indeed, suppose that T(e t) = 0; then m(e t , e) = 

o for all e E '0 and hence-as '0' is isotropic and 8 = '0 EB 'O'-for all e E 8. 
Since m is nondegenerate, e t = O. Hence T is one-to-one, and since dim '0 = 
dim '0', it is an isomorphism. 

Now let A = Identity EB T. It is now easy to verify that A*m-o = m; indeed, 

(A*m-o)(e, e t), (e', e;)) = m-o«e, Te t), (e', Tem 

= (TeWe) - (Tet)(e') 

= m(e, e;) - m(e', e t) 

= ro(e + et , e' + e~) 
since each of '0 and '0' is isotropic. I 

Now we move from the context of linear spaces to manifolds. We begin with 
the following. 

6.7 Definitions Let (<P, co) be a symplectic manifold and i:.c ---+ <P an 
immersion. We say .c is an isotropic (co-isotropic, symplectic) immersed sub
manifold of (<P, co) if (T))(T".c) c T/C,.}<P is an isotropic (co-isotropic, symplectic) 
subspace for each x E .c. The same terminology is used for submanifolds of <P 
and for subbundles of T<P over submanifolds of <P. 

A submanifold .c c <P is called Lagrangian if it is isotropic and there is an 
isotropic subbundle 8 c T<P l.c such that T<P l.c = T.c EB 8. 

Notice that i: .c ---+ <P is isotropic if and only if i*co = O. Also note, from the 
linear theory, that if <P is finite dimensional and .c c <P is Lagrangian, then 
dim .c = t dim <P and (T".c)l. = T".c. 

6.8 Proposition Let (<P, co) be a finite-dimensional symplectic manifold and 
.c c <P a submanifold. Then .c is Lagrangian if and only if .c is isotropic and 
dim.c = t dim <P. 

Proof The preceding remark proves the "only if" part. For the "if" part, we 
know T".c has an isotropic complement 8,. at each x E .c. One can readily 
check that they can be chosen in a smooth manner. I 

An important example of a Lagrangian submanifold is given in the next 
proposition. 

6.9 Proposition Let II be a one-form on a finite-dimensional manifold Q and 
.c c T*Q be its graph. Then .c is a Lagrangian submanifold if and only if II is 
closed. 
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Proof ClearlyoC is a submanifold with dimension t dim T*~. However, from 
Definition 3.8, we have, «*0 = «, so 

d« = d*dO = -«*co. 

Thus « is closed if and only if «*co = 0, what is oC is isotropic. I 

In particular, note that ~ itself, being the zero section, is Lagrangian. The 
argument also shows that the Lagrangian submanifolds of T*~ which project 
diffeomorphically onto ~ are in one-to-one correspondence with the closed one
forms on~. 

Since « is closed, locally « = dS for a function S by the Poincare lemma. 
This remark leads into the next definition. 

6.10 Definition Let (cP, co) be a symplectic manifold, oC a Lagrangian sub
manifold, and i: oC -~ cP the inclusion. If, locally, co = -dO, then i*co = -di*O 
= 0, so i*O = dS for a function S: oC -> [R (locally defined). We call S a 
generating function or a potential function for oC. 

If oC c: T*Q is the graph of dS, where S: Q -> /R, then oC is Lagrangian and 
we can identify the generating function of oC with S. 

The idea of generating functions really goes back to Hamilton and Jacobi. 
However, the definition in the above. general context is due to Sniatycki and 
Tulczyjew [1972]. 

Most of the concepts of analytical mechanics such as canonical transforma
tions (and their generating functions) can be expressed entirely in terms of 
Lagrangian submanifolds. See Abraham and Marsden [1978], Section 5.3 for 
details. 

We now turn to the ideas involved in reciprocity. First we consider an exam
ple,7 namely, a 3- (or generally n-) port nonlinear DC electric network, sche
matically shown in Figure 5.6.1. Let qi denote voltages applied to each terminal 
and let PI denote the currents flowing into the terminal (in specified directions, 
as in the figure). The applied voltages determine the currents, so we have 

2 

qi = applied voltages 

Pi = currents into terminals 

3 

Figure 5.6.1 

7Many of the ideas here are due to W. Tulczyjew and G. Oster. 
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relations 
PI =;;(ql, ... ,q") (i = 1, ... , n). 

Thus small changes in the q's, i1qi produce small changes i1Pi in the p's. Reci
procity means that 

i1P2 i1Pl 
i1ql = i1q2 ' 

that is, the proportional change of currentjvoltage induced in port 2 by activating 
port 1 is the same if instead we activate port 1 and look at the current changed 
in port 2. Precisely, this means 

a;; _ afj ( .. - 1 ) 
aql - aql l,] - , ... , n . 

Another way of saying this equality is that the manifold which is the graph of 
f = (fl' ... ,f,,) in IRZn with its usual symplectic structure co = L dql /\ dpi is 
isotropic and hence Lagrangian (since its dimension is n). This fits in with 6.9 
for the above relations say exactly that f regarded as a one-form, f = It dql, is 
closed. 

For a 2-port network, reciprocity (plus a nondegeneracy condition) is equi
valent to having a function F(q I, qZ) such that PI = -aF/aql and Pz = aF/aqZ; 
that is, F is the generating function of a canonical transformation of (ql, PI) to 
(qZ, pz). For three or higher ports, we still have generating functions (6.10). 

Other physical examples are reciprocal relationships between generalized 
forces and displacements in an elastic system (see below), thermodynamics and 
thermostatics. The generating functions for these examples are the "internal 
energy" and the "free energy." In the first case, e = PI dql is usually called the 
"virtual work." In thermostatics, the reciprocity relations are called the Maxwell 
relations, while in thermodynamics they are called the Onsager relations. Thus, 
pairs of variables in a definite relationship are called reciprocal when they define a 
Lagrangian submanifold of the corresponding phase space. The fact that these 
submanifolds have generating functions means that there will be a potential 
associated to any reciprocity relation, although its physical meaning will depend 
on the particular system. One can carry these ideas further, as Kijowski and 
Tulczyjew [1979] have done, and regard Lagrangian submanifolds as basic enti
ties describing systems. 

Let us now rephrase Betti's reciprocal theorem for hyperelastostatics in 
terms of Lagrangian submanifolds. Let e denote the space of all configurations 
if>: <B -> S satisfying boundary conditions of place (if any). We identify T*e with 
loads (generalized forces) as follows: an element of T*e is a linear map I: 
T¢>e -> IR. We can identify a pair of (dead) loads (B, 't) with such an Iby mapping 
the infinitesimal displacement U E T¢>e to the corresponding virtual work: 

r B. U dV + r 't. U dA. J(\! Jar 
(One sees again that forces should "really" be one-forms and not vectors.) 
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Given constitutive functions for the stress, let £ c T*(!3 be defined to be the 
set of all (I/J, (R, "t» E T*(!3 such that the equations of elastostatics are satisfied. 

6.11 Theorem £ is a Lagrangian submanifold of T*(!3 if and only if the stress 
is derivedfrom an internal energy function W. Thefunction 

is the generating function for £ in the sense of6.1O. 

Problem 6.4 Verify this theorem and that it yields the reciprocal rela
tions (5). 

Problem 6.5 Derive a dynamic version of 6.11. (Consult Abraham and 
Marsden [1978]). 

Problem 6.6 (TuIczyjew) An Elastic Beam. Consider an elastic beam in 
Euclidean space. The equilibrium configuration of the beam with no exter
nal forces is a straight line I. Small deflections induced by external forces 
and torques can be represented by points of a plane m perpendicular to 
the line I. The distance measured along I from an arbitrary reference point 
is denoted by s. We select a section of the beam corresponding to an 
interval [Sl' S2] and assume that external forces and bending torques are 
applied only to the ends of the section. The configuration manifold Q of 
the section of the beam is the product Tm x Tm with coordinates 
(qL q'i, qt, q'D (i,j, k,l = 1,2). The force bundle £f = T*Tm x T*Tm 
has coordinates (qL q'i,f2k, t21> q 1m, q;n,flp, t\). The coordinates f 2k and 
t 2 / are components of the reaction force and the reaction moment respec
tively at qi; fI p and tl, are components of the force and the torque applied 
to the end of the beam section at qlm. If (Oq2i, oq,!, oPk' 012/, oqlm, oq;n, 
Oflp, 01\) are components of an infinitesimal "displacement" u in £f at 
(q2 i, q~l,f2k' t21> qlm, q;n,flp, t\) then the virtual work is 

w = fli Oqli + t li oq'/ - Pi oq2 i 
- t2i oq'j = -<U, if), 

where 

if = PI dq/ + t21 dq~ - fIl dqli - tIl dq7 

In the limit S2 ---> Sl the configuration manifold Q' is the bundle TTm 
with coordinates (qi, q'j, il, q'l) and the force bundle g:' is the bundle 
TT*Tm with coordinates (ql, q'j,fk' tl> qm, q'n,jp, i,). The form if becomes 

d = It dql + It dqi + il dq'i + ti dq'i. 

Equilibrium conditions are 

where kij is a tensor characterizing the elastic properties of the beam. These 
conditions express the vanishing of the total force and the total moment, 
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and also Hooke's law. In addition to these conditions there is a constraint 
condition 4t = q'l. This condition defines a constraint submanifold 

e = {w E TT'JrL 1 't"Tm(W) = T't"m(w)}. 

We use on e coordinates (qt, 4', ijk) related to coordinates (qt, q'J, fl, 4'1) 
by 4'1 = il. Show that these conditions define a Lagrangian submanifold 
S' c 5" generated by -L, where 

L( I • j ··k) - 1 k ··1 •• J q , q , q -"I tJq q 

is the potential energy per unit length of the beam and is defined on e. 
Finally, show that the equations 

41 = q'l, q't = klJtJ, (ktJkJI = c5D, it = 0, tl = -j; 

define a Hamiltonian vector field X on 5" and that the Lagrangian sub
manifold S' is the image of the field X. (See Tulczyjew [1976] for more 
information ). 

Problem 6.7 (Harmonic Maps) A map ¢: ffi ~ S between Riemannian 
manifolds is called harmonic if it minimizes the energy function E(¢) = 
t J(\\ 1 d¢(X) 12 dV(X). (a) Compute the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and 
write down the Euler-Lagrange equations. (b) Find a Lagrangian sub
manifold that contains the harmonic maps. (c) Read the introduction to 
Eells and Lemaire [1978] and relate the notions to those of this book. 
Identify their "tension field" as one of the stress tensors. (d) Transcribe the 
results of Tanyi [I978] into the notations of this book. 

Box 6.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.6 

Betti Reciprocity Principle 
If U and (J solve the linearized equations of hyperelastodynamics 

with incremental loads (B*, t*) and (.8, 't*), respectively, then 

r PRef«B* - U), 0) dV + J < t*, 0) dA Jfu ~ 

is unchanged if the barred and unbarred quantities are swapped. 
Lagrangian Manifolds 

A submanifold .,c of a symplectic manifold (CP, co) is called Lagran
gian when the form co vanishes when pulled back to .,c and.,c is maximal 
with respect to this property (if CP is finite dimensional this means 
dim .,c = t dim CP). 
Reciprocity and Lagrangian Submanifolds 

If .,c c T*e denotes the set of all solutions (¢, (B, t)) of the equa
tions of hyperelastics, then .,c is Lagrangian and has the internal energy 
as its generating function. 



5.7 RELATIVISTIC ELASTICITYs 

This section outlines some of the basic ingredients that go into elasticity in the 
context of general relativity. This theory is believed to be important in a number 
of astrophysical situations, such as neutron stars. The theory is also of academic 
interest since related continuum theories such as fluids, magnetohydrodynamics, 
and plasmas are of great astrophysical importance. 

We shall begin by discussing the kinematics of relativistic continua and then 
discuss very briefly the dynamics. We cannot be exhaustive here, as this subject 
should properly take an entire textbook. The reader is assumed to have a 
nodding acquaintance with the basic tools of relativity; our main source is 
Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1973] (and its companion problem book by 
Lightman, Press, Price, and Teukolsky). 

There are many references relevant to relativistic elasticity, although the 
literature is discouragingly diffuse. For us, the most useful sourceG have been 
Carter and Quintana [1972] and Carter [1973]. Other standard references are 
Bennoun [1965], Bressan [1978], Lianis and Rivlin [1972], and Maugin [1975]. 
Our aim is to bring out the unity ofthe relativistic and nonrelativistic principles. 
Because of the development of covariant methods in this book, our burden is 
somewhat lightened. 

Let us begin now with kinematics. The reader should consult Section 2.4 for 
a comparison with the nonrelativistic case. In that section '0 denoted a classical 
spacetime. Now it denotes a spacetime in the sense of general relativity; that is, 
'0 is a four-manifold with a pseudo-Riemannian metric (4lg of Lorentz signature 
(+, +, +, -). 

7.1 Definitions 
(1) A world-tube is a one-to-one map <1>: <B X IR ---> '0, where <B is a three

dimensional reference body (i.e., a particle-label space). 
(2) A slicing of '0 is a diffeomorphism i: S X IR ---> '0, where S is a three

dimensional reference manifold or physical space, such that the hypersurface 
St = i(S X it}) = ilS) (called a constant-t-slice) is spacelike. 

(3) A motion of <B in S is, as usual, a curve of embeddings from <B into S, 
namely, rp: <B X IR ---> S. 

(4) Given a world tube <I> and a slicing i, we define a corresponding motion rpi 
of <B in S exactly as in Section 2.4 by 

<I>(X, t) = i(rpi(X, t), t). 

SThis section was written in collaboration with David Bao. 

9For a Hamiltonian treatment of relativistic fluids, see Taub [1949] and Hawking and Ellis 
[1973]; for magnetohydrodynamics, see Morrison and Green [1980] and Marsden, Ratiu and 
Weinstein [1982]; for electrofluid dynamics, see Spencer [1982]; for plasmas, see Morrison 
[1980], Marsden and Weinstein [1982], and Bialynicki-Birula and Hubbard [1982]. For a recent 
Hamiltonian treatment of general relativity, see Fischer and Marsden [1979a], and references 
therein. 
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(See Section 2.4 for figures going with these definitions.) As in Section 2.4, note 
that the superscript i refers to a slicing i and not to tensor components. 

This definition of ¢/ makes sense if the world tube and the slicing are synchro
nized; that is, <I>(X, t) E £, for all X E ffi and t E [R. We shall assume this is 
the case without loss of generality, since the world-tube can always be repara
metrized if necessary. 

7.2 Definitions We define VIP = a<l>/at: ffi X [R -> TV to be the material 4-
velocity of <I> and let vIP = VIPo<l>-1 be the corresponding spatial velocity. Like
wise, Vi = ai/at: £ X [R -> TV is the material frame velocity and Vi = Vloi- I 

is the spatial frame velocity. Finally, VIP,i = a¢//at: ffi X [R -> T£ is the apparent 
material velocity and V~,I = V~,io(<P/tl is the apparent spatial velocity. 

By differentiating the defining relation for ¢/ with respect to t, we find, exactly 
as in Section 2.4, that: 

7.3 Proposition At p = i(x, t), vIP - Vi is, tangent to £, and i,*V~,i = vIP - Vi, 
where i,* = Ti, is the tangent of i,. 

Now since '0 has a connection, namely, the Levi-Civita connection <4lV of 
<4lg, we can define accelerations as well. We let V' be the Levi-Civita connection 
of g, on £,' where g, is the metric (4)g restricted (pulled back) to £,. We know 
that 

V' = <4lV - n, Q9 k, = the piece of (4)V tangent to £,' 

where n, is the unit normal vector field on £, and k, is the second fundamental 
form of S, (see Section 1.5 for a discussion of the second fundamental form). 
Finally, let V~pp denote the connection on £,' which is the Levi-Civita connection 
of g: = r:g,. Corresponding to the pull-back of the metric we get a pull-back 
relation for the connections, V~pp = itV', which is defined as (i,*V')vw = 
(i,*)-I V;,*v i,*w. ("app" stands for "apparent"). 

In classical spacetimes, the condition (4)V d1: =0 ensures that (4) V uV is tangent 
to S, whenever u and v are; so even though the notion of a unit normal does not 
make sense there, the second fundamental form-which measures the amount of 
non-tangency of (4)V uv-is effectively zero. 

All the above connections are, by construction, torsion-free and satisfy 
Vuv - Vvu = [u, v]. 

Our index conventions are as follows: Latin indices (say, a, b, c) range from 1 
to 3, while Greek indices (say, (t, p, y) range from 0 to 3. 

7.4 Definitions Let i be a slicing and let <I> be a world-tube that is synchro
nized with i. The world-tube material 4-acceleration is defined by 

(4)D 
AlP = dt VIP: ffi X [R -> TV, 
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In a coordinate chart, 

(AeI>(X, t»"" = ; (VeI>(X, t»"" + (4lI'Pylel>(x.iVeI>(X, t»P(VeI>(X, t»y. 

The world-tube spatial 4-acceleration is defined by 

ael> = AeI>ocp-1 = (4lVvel> Vel>. 

The frame material 4-acceleration Ai and the frame spatial 4-acceleration ai are 
similarly defined as above. The material apparent 3-acceleration of the motion 
rpi is denoted by Af·i: ffi ~ T~, where, in a coordinate chart, 

(Af·i(x»a = ; (Vf·i(X)a + I'ZcCx, t)( Vf·i(X»b( Vf·i(X»<. 

Finally, the spatial apparent 3-acceleration of the motion rpi is 
Af·io(rp;)-I: ~ ~ T~, which is a time-dependent vector field on ~. 

ael>·l= , 

If we write (Vf·l(x»a as (Vel>·i(rpi(X, t), t))a, use the chain rule to compute 
(d/dt)( V';'·I(x»a, and the definitions of spatial objects, we get 

ael>·1 = ~Vel>.1 .-j- V' eI> I Vel>·i , at' app ., • , 

To compute ael>·i in terms of ael> and a i we need to generalize what we did in 
Section 2.4. As we did there, we use: 

7.5 Lemma On the slice ~" 

i,*(~ vf· l) = [Vi, vel> - Vi]. 

Proof Let x = rpl(X, t). Then 

[i'*(%t vf·
i
) J t,(X) = i,{ (~ V,;,.i) LJ 

_ l' 1 (. (. )-1(' ) eI>.I() . eI>.I(» - 1m -h 1,* l,+h * 1,+h *Vt+h X - l,*V, X 
h~O 

r 1 [C' '-I)-I( eI> I)! ( eI> I)!] = 1m -h 1t+ho1, * V - V i'+h(X) - V - V I,(x) , 
h~O 

Now if Fh is the flow on '0 generated by the time-independent vector field Vi, 
then definition-chasing shows that, on ~" Fh agrees with i,+h0i";I, hence Fh"J and 
(i'+hoi~I)*1 have the same effect on vectors tangent to ~t+h' and therefore the 
above limit equals 

lim hI [n'(vel> - Vi) - (vel> - Vi)] !h(x) 
h-O 

= [fsF;(vel> - vi)JLo (i,(x» = [oC.,(vel> - vl)J(i,(x» 

. = [Vi, vel> - vi](i,(x». I 
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7.6 Proposition On the slice S" we have 

Proof 

. ~ I . (a ~ I + v' ~ I) l,*a,' = 1,* at v,' app v~,1 V, ' 

= [Vi V~ - Vi] + V' ~. i V~·I , it*vt ,I t* t 

= [Vi, V~] + «4JV - ntkt)(v~_v')(Vr'b - Vi) 

= [Vi, V~] + (a~ + al - 2(4JVv~VI - [Vi, V~]) - kr<v~ - Vi, V~ - vl)nt 
= [Vi, V~] + (a~ - al - 2(4JV(vr'b_v.)VI - [Vi, V~]) - kr<v~ - Vi, V~ - vl)nt 
= a~ - al - 2(4JV(v~_v.)VI - kt(v~ - Vi, V~ - vl)nt I 

In the computation above, there is an intermediate formula worth noting: 

it*a~,1 = [Vi, v~] + V(v~-v')(v~ - Vi). 

Next we discuss the transformation laws for velocity and acceleration under 
a change of framing. 

Let i,.i be slicings that generate the same constant t-slices St; that is, i and j 
are synchronized. We have a motion,: S x IR ---+ S defined by 't = j~1 oit. On 
the other hand, by viewing i as a world-tube and j as a slicing, we can construct 
the motion i j

: S x IR ---+ S. 
The definitions show that (ii)t = 't; some straightforward computations then 

give 

V;,j = V1 and v:,j = v;; 

Building on these formulas and with a little care, one gets 

A;,j = A; and a:,j = a;' 

7.7 Proposition Let <I> be a world-tube and i,j, , be as above. Then 

t/Jf = 't°t/J:, 
v~,j = v; + ,,*V~,I, 
a~,J - ae +): ar'b,{ + 2Vt ~ . ve 

t - t ':,,* t apP';t,.vt " t· 

Problem 7.1 Prove these three formulas. 

Box 7.1 The Correspondence with Newtonian Mechanics 

In 7.3 and 7.6, we saw, respectively, that it*V~,1 = v~ - Vi and 

it*a~,1 = ar'b - al - 2 (4JV (v~-v')VI - kr<v~ - Vi, v~ - vi)nt. 

For any four-vector u on '0, let us denote by Un the component of U 
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tangent to Sf; the projection" --> "II is linear. The preceding formulas, 
after a projection and a rearrangement, read 

(V<l»11 = i,*V~,i + (Vi)II' 

(a<l» II = i,*ar" + 2«4)V(v<l>_v.)vi)1I + (ai)II' 

Note that these have a poetic resemblance to the classical statements 
we saw in Section 2.4, namely, 

dx d*x 
dt = dt + co X x, 

~;; = d;t22X + 2(CO X d;t) + [co X (co X x) + d;~ X xl 
where one has, at some fixed origin e, a frame {fl'/2'/3} rotating with 
a time-dependent angular velocity co relative to a frozen background, 
say the distant stars. 

Any vectorial quantity r can be expressed as rafa. We introduce the 
following notation: 

d;r means (~a)fa and ~; means (~a)fa + ra :ria, 
which is simply d*r/dt + co X r because (d/dt)fa = co X fa. 

We want to verify that, in some slicing i to be explicitly constructed, 
first-order approximations of some sort yield the correspondence table 
5.7.l. 

Table 5.7.1 

Relativistic Object Classical Object 

VI (v<l» II 
dx 
dt 

V2 it*V~,i 
d*x 
dt 

V3 (Vi)1I co X x 

Al (a<l» II 
d 2x 
-dt 2 

A2 it*a~,i 
d*2X 
dt 2 

A3 2«4)V (v<l>_v.)Vi)11 ( d*x) 2coX(ff 

A4 (ai) II 
d*ro 

co X (co X x) + dt X x 
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To find a suitable slicing i, we will find an appropriate coordinate 
system i-I (for '0) which is, in some sense, rotating because the classical 
formulas we are trying to make contact with were derived by express
ing things in terms of rotating coordinates. 

We shall construct this "rotating" coordinate system i-I by trans
lating the classical set-up into terms that make relativistic sense. We do 
that, step-by-step, as follows: 

(I) The orgin e is fixed, say attached to a distant star; being under 
no acceleration, its history must be a timelike geodesic t ~ A(t) in '0. 
For convenience, let us require A to have unit speed; that is, <dAjdt, 
dA/dt) = -1 for all t. Also, denote dAjdt by eo. 

(2) At t = 0, one selects a preferred frame U; ,f2,J3} attached to e; 
the orientations of this frame at other times t are governed by the dif
ferential equations 

Relativistically, one goes to the rest space of A(O), namely the three
dimensional subspace orthogonal to eo, pick out an orthonormal basis 
{el, e2, e3} (this corresponds to {f1,f2,f3} at t = 0), and evolve it along 
A with the help of the differential equations 

We may suggestively abbreviate the above system as 

indicating "spatial" rotation. Incidentally, note that ((4) D/dt)eo = 0 
because A is a geodesic. One must check that the above evolution equa
tions preserve the orthonormality of {eo, el , e2, e3} at all times. This is 
not difficult; in fact, using the Leibniz rule 

and letting 

d fWD \ f (4lD \ 

dt <u(t), v(t) = \ Tt u, v I + \ u, dt v I 
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one obtains 

and 

d -Q= 
dt 

Q(O) = 

Q= 

-<e l , el >
<e2,e2> 
<e3 , e3> 
<el , e2> 
<el> e3> 

-<e2' e3>_ 

o -ru
2

] 

~I P, 

- 0 0 0 2ru3 -2ru2 0 

0 0 0 -2ru3 0 2rul 

0 0 0 0 2ru2 -2ru1 

. _------------------ ----------------------- . 

-ru 3 ru 3 0 0 rul -ru2 

ru2 0 -ru2 -ru1 0 ru 3 

0 ,-ru1 ru 1 ru2 -ru 3 0 
-I-

I 

1 

0 

0 

0 

CH. 5 

-

Q, 

Now pet) = P(O) and Q(t) = Q(O) are constant solutions satisfying 
the initial data, so by uniqueness they must be the only solutions. Simi
lar considerations lead to the fact that <eo, eo> = -1 along A, which 
is consistent with our initial specification that A has unit speed. See 
Figure 5.7.l. 

(3) Now we can define i-I for points close to A. If a point p of 'U 
can be reached by traveling for one unit of parameter time along a 
geodesic emanating from A(t) with initial tangent raea, we define i-l(p) 
to be (rl, r2, r3, t). i-I is unambiguously definable foraII points close to 
A. This completes our construction of the slicing i. 

Readers seasoned in relativity may have already recognized the 
previous construction as an important special case of the Generalized 



e 

Figure 5.7.1 

Fermi-Walker Transport; see Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1973], p. 
329. 

Next we need to familiarize ourselves with the connection (4),,{ along 
A and the metric (4)g near A: Geodesics emanating from A(t) with 
tangents orthogonal to eo must, in the coordinate system i-I, have the 
form s ~ (r 1s, r 2s, r 3s, t); the geodesic equation 

d 2x'" + (4),,'" dxfl dxY = 0 
ds2 I fly ds ds 

for these curves reduces to (4)":brarb = 0, which implies that (4)":b = 0 
along A (in fact, along those curves). Also, the geodesic equation for A 
tells us that (4),,~o = 0 along A. Similarly, using our prescriptions for 
«4) Djdt)ea, we obtain 

along A. 

This information, together with the identity 

(4) "'" 
(4)"" = _g_«4)g _ (4)g + (4)g ) 

I PY 2 "'P,y h,'" Y"',P 

and the fact that (4)g",p = 1'/"'P along A, yields 

(4)gab, c = 0, and 

305 
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o ro

2 

J _:1 ,along A. 

The last equality may be compactly rewritten as (4)gob, c = -roafoabc, 
where f Oabc is totally anti symmetric and f 0123 = 1. 

The above information on (4)glYop,c along A will allow us to approxi
mate (4)g near A by a first-order Taylor expansion. 

From now on, let us focus on a fixed particle world-line, which will 
be of the form t ~ (xl(t), x 2(t), x 3(t), t) in the coordinate system pro
vided by i-I because our world-tube ~ is synchronized with respect to 
the slices St generated by the slicing i. Also, let x = (xl(t), x 2(t), x 3(t», 
co = (rol(t), ro2(t), ro 3(t». A Taylor expansion in x, to first order, shows 
that 

(4)g ~ -dxo ® dx O + (co X x)a dxa ® dxo 

+ (co X x)a dxo ® dxa + Oab dxa ® dxb, 

where (co X x)a = (co X x)a = the ath component of the usual cross 
product in [R3, the lowered index a allows us to use the automatic sum
mation convention. This determines (4) g near A. 

Before we apply these preliminaries to derive the correspondence 
table, let us make an observation that will prove to be repeatedly useful 
later, and that is: the above approximation of (4) g says that, to first 
order in x, the vectors {a/ax l, a/ax2

, a/ax3
} remain orthonormal; hence 

standard linear algebra implies that 

(
a) (4) a a 

a
-o ~ - (4)goa -a a ~ (CO X X)a-a a (~ means "to first order in x"). 

x II goo X X 

Now we are prepared to establish the correspondence of velocities. 
Recall that our particle's world-line has coordinates (XI(t), x 2(t), x 3(t), 
t); hence 

Also, examination of the definitions yields 

• 4>,1 _ dxa a 
It*Vt - dt aXa ' 

This verifies items VI to V3 of the correspondence table. 
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The next and final task is to establish the correspondence of accelera
tions. Let 

x 0 = (dXI , dx
2
, dX

3
) and ro 0 = (dro

1
, dro

2
, dro

3
). 

, dt dt dt 'dt dt dt 

All the following approximations will be done, without explicit mention, 
to first order in x and x, o. We will give the details for approximating 
(a~)n and will simply state the answers for the other terms, leaving their 
verifications as instructive exercises. We compute at the point (Xl (t), 
x2(t), x 3(t), t) on the particle's world-line. First we have 

But 

so 

(a~)11 = (a~)O (a~o)1I + (a~)a a~a' 

~ (4),,0 ( .... , X x)a a - 0 = 100IA(t)"" axa - , 

( ~) ~ ( ~)a a (d2xa + (4) a dxP dX1) a 
a II = a rxa = dt2 I'hdt dt axa 

~ (d 2Xa + (4)"a + 2(4)"a dX
b
) ~ - dt2 100 IbO dt axa 

~ (d 2X
a + (4) a + (4) a c + 2(4) a dX

b
) a = dt2 1'00IA(t) 1'00,cIA(t)X I'bOIA(t)Tt axa 

(
d

2
X4 + (4) a c + 2( X )a) a = dt2 I'OO,cIA(t)X ro x, 0 axa • 

Next note that 

Evaluating at A(t) and contracting with xc, we get 

(4)I'~o,cIA(t)Xc = (4)R~cOIA(t)Xc + (ro, 0 X x)a + (ro X (ro X x»a. 

Hence 

( ~) ~ (d2x
a + 2( .... ' X )4 + (4)R4 c a I = dt2 ..., X,O OcOIA(t)X 
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Similarly, one finds that 

(ai)i ~ «(4}R~cOIA(,)Xc + (co, 0 X x)a + (m X (m X x»a) a:a 

and 

2«(4}V(.0II_.f)Vi)n ~2(m X x, o)a a:a 

while definition-chasing establishes that 

• 011,1 _ d 2xa a 
l,*a, - dt2 axa ' 

This verifies items Al to A4 of the correspondence table. 

CH. f 

We hasten to point out that the term (4)R~cOIA(') xc(a/axa) in (aoll) II 
and (al)1I has no classical analogue and may be interpreted as the first 
order "truly gravitational" acceleration; see Misner, Thorne and 
Wheeler [1973], p. 1008. 

The dynamics of relativistic elasticity concerns two basic unknowns: the 
world-tube <I> and the metric (4)g. Our objective is to introduce the most funda
mental tensors and equations studied by Carter and Quintana [1972], and to 
point out their nonrelativistic analogues within the context of Chapters 1, 2, 
and 3 of this book; then, following Carter [1973], we write relativistic perfect 
elasticity as a classical Lagrangian field theory. To begin the dynamics, we 
present: 

7.8 The Basic Conservation Postulate (B is endowned with a function-the 
local number density of idealized particles in the reference body. Out of this is 
constructed a function n on 'D, which at each event along a particle's world-line 
represents the local number density as seen in the particle's rest space (the three
dimensional subspace orthogonal to the particle's velocity four-vector). 

By construction, n satisfies the continuity equation (nu");" = 0, where u is the 
unit 4-velocity field of the world-tube and";" denotes covariant differentiation 
with (4)V. At a typical event (xa(t), t) along a particle world-line, u has com
ponents ua = dxa/d1:, Uo = dt/d1:, where 1: denotes proper time. 

Such a contrived continuity equation is analogous to our conservation of 
mass postulate. This is easily seen by taking its Newtonian limit in Minkowski 
spacetime. There the equation reads (nu"),,, = 0 in Euclidean coordinates, and 
becomes an/at + div(nv) = 0 upon using the Newtonian approximations 

dt 1 
U O = - = = 1 + !V2 + iv4 + ... ~ 1 d1: ,v'1 - v2 - , 
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where 

v· = ~. and v(the Newtonian speed) = ,.jt! (Va)2. 

Such approximations are valid only when v « 1 (1 is the speed of light in geo
metric units). 

To complete the analogy, one only needs to multiply the above equation by 
,uo-the typical rest mass per particle-and then identify the quantity n,uo-the 
rest mass density as observed in rest spaces-with our time-dependent mass 
density p(x, t). 

Next we shall discuss some fundamental objects of elasticity: In Table 5.7.2 
below, we compare the material and spatial versions of some of the most popular 
functions and tensors with their relativistic analogues, as given by Carter and 
Quintana. An intuitive appreciation of the table hinges on one's awareness that 
our spatial objects correspond, sometimes with the help of an approximation 
scheme, to the so-called "orthogonal" tensors (i.e., any slot, when contracted 
with u, gives 0). These tensors live on spacetime but only carry the information 
about the physics that is present in the local rest spaces of the particles. We have 
already seen this philosophy at work in the case of our p versus Carter and 
Quintana's n (or n,uo). A slightly more sophisticated example is the following: 
the spatial version of our right Cauchy-Green tensor, namely, the metric g in 
our physical space, is the object that determines the distances between neigh
boring particles; the spacetime object that performs the same duty in the local 
rest spaces is therefore the standard projection tensor r (with both indices down) 
where invariantly rev, w) = <v.i, w.i) (v and ware four-vectors and v.l, w.i 
denote their components orthogonal to the particle's velocity four-vector; e.g., 
v.i = v + <v, u)u, where the plus sign is used because <u, u) = -1) and, in 
coordinates, y"P = (4l g"p + u"up• Clearly, r is an orthogonal tensor. 

After this preliminary discussion, the table on the next page will hopefully 
seem believable. 

To reinforce our understanding of Table 5.7.2, let us now briefly study the 
equations of motion. Relativistic perfect elasticity is described by the symmetric 
stress-energy tensor t"-P = (m;) u"uP + p"P; note that ne gives the total energy 
density and that this t generalizes the case of a relativistic perfect fluid, hence the 
forementioned name. 

The tensor t is to obey the standard conservation law t"P;p = 0 provided that 
external forces (e.g., electromagnetism) are absent. This embodies our balance 
laws for energy and momentum, and is consistent with taking the Newtonian 
limit in Minkowski spacetime, as we shall outline below. 

As a preliminary remark, note that the orthogonality of p (i.e., p"Pup = 0) 
together with the approximations Uo ~ -1, Ua ~ Va (provided that v« 1), 



Rest-mass density 

Deformation, 
separation 
between particles 

Equation of state 

Non-relativistic 
total energy per 
unit rest-mass 

Pressure and stress 
tensors 

The elasticity 
tensor and its 
symmetries 

TabJeS.7.2 

Our Objects 

Material Spatial 

PRef P 
e g 
right Cauchy-Green tensor 

E = E(e, G) e = e(g,c) 
internal energy per unit rest-mass 

E+t<V, V> 

aE 
s= 2PRefae 

second 
Piola-Kirchhoff 

stress tensor 

a2E 
C = 4PRef ae ae 
CABCD is symmetric 

under: A~B 

C~D 

AB~CD 

(hyperelasticity) 

e + !<v, v> 

ae 
(J = 2p ag 

Cauchy stress tensor 

a2e 
c = 4Pagag 

C·bcd is symmetric 
under: a~b 

c~d 

ab~cd 

(hyperelasticity) 

Carter-Quintana's 
Orthogonal Generalizations 

nJ.Lo J.Lo = rest-mass per particle 

1 = (4) g + u (g) u 

(, = (,(1) relativistic total energy per particle 

symmetric pressure tensor 

(-p) = 2n~~ = 2(nJ.Lo) %1 (' ~:o) 
and is identifiable with 

2p %g(e + t(v, v» 
= (J + pv (g) v 

az(, a2 
((, - J.Lo) 

e = 4n a1 a1 = 4(nJ.Lo) a1 a1 ~ 
and is then identifiable with 

a2 

4p ag agee + !<v. v») 
a (ae ) = 4p 8g 8g + tv (g) v 
aZe 

=4Pagag = c 

eo.pr6 is symmetric 
under: ~~p (perfect elasticity) 
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imply that pao ~ pabVb and pOo ~ pabvaVb, hence 

tOO ~ ne + pabvaVb, 

tOa = taO ~ neva + pabVb , and 

tab ~ nevavb + pab. 

In flat space using Euclidean coordinates, the four-vector conservation equa
tion reads t"'~p = O. Geometrically, one expects its component along u to yield 
energy balance and that orthogonal to u to give balance of momentum; in other 
words, one needs to take suitable linear combinations of the coordinate equa
tions tO~p = 0 and t"'~p = 0 in order to give the whole procedure geometric 
meaning. This can be unnecessarily cumbersome! Fortunately, it turns out that 
in the v ~ 1 limit, tOP,p = 0 alone already gives balance of energy, and likewise, 
ta~p = 0 suffices for balance of momentum. So this is what we will present a 
brief outline of. An exceedingly crude justification (which borders on being 
incorrect) for this simplification is that at low speeds (i.e., v ~ 1), u is practically 
parallel to a/at and therefore the rest space u.L is essentially spanned by 
{a/ax!, a/ax2, a/ax3}. 

We substituted our approximations of t"P into the equations tO~p = 0 and 
ta~p = 0; then, with the help of particle number conservation (i.e., an/at + 
div(nv) = 0), the symmetry of p, and the material derivative notation 
. = a/at + v· V, the above equations respectively become 

. a n}! = _pbav - pba V - _(pabV V ) .. b, a ,a b at a b 

and 

The correct way to reduce these equations to our balance laws is to reexpress 
all the terms in terms of our classical objects and then do a case study of them in 
order to decide which terms are negligible compared to the others. This is too 
ambitious for our purposes. Instead, we shall take advantage of the following 
controversial but consistent short-cut: 

(1) Recover suppressed factors of c (the speed of light) from each term by 
simply replacing a/at by (l/e)(a/at), v by (1/c)v, and hence the operator' by 
(l/e)' ; for example, if becomes (l/c 2)va

• 

(2) Using our correspondence table, reexpress the equations in terms of our 
classical objects. Straightforward examples are ( -p) ---> a and 

n~ -> ~n~ = ~(n.uo)(e - .uo)' 
c c .uo 

-> ~p(e + -!(v, v»)' = ~pe + ~pVbVb' 
C C C 
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A not so straightforward example would be 

J< 'a --> ~J< 'a = (energy density) 'a _ (rest-mass density) 'a 
.. nv c 2 .. 

nv c2 V - ,Jl _ (VIC)2 V 

~ (rest-mass density)va = pva, 

where the superficial factor l/c2 was canceled by using the famous "E = mc2 " 

equation. 
(3) In each equation, keep only terms of lowest order in l/c. Equivalently, 

cancel off common factors of llc and then let c tend to infinity, assuming that 
all classical objects and their derivatives are bounded. 

Note that steps (1) and (2) modify our equations to read 

1 '+ 1 'b 1 ba + 1 ba + 1 a (ab ) - pe - pv Vb = -0' Vb a -0' aVb -3 -a 0' VaVb 
C C C' C' ct 

'a .b (1, + 1 'b) va + 1 a ( .b ) 
PV = 0' ,b - C pe c PV Vb C c2 at 0' Vb' 

Now step (3) simplifies these to 

pe + PVbVb = O'baVb,a + O'ba,aVb 

pV· = O'ab, b' 

The second equation is already balance of momentum; substituting it into the 
first equation, we obtain pe = O'bavb,a, which is balance of energy, 

Finally, we will outline how one could view relativistic perfect elasticity as a 
Lagrangian field theory. The basic "fields" are cJ)-the world-tube-and (4) g. An 
important unknown r = (4) g + u @ u is formed from them; this is the general
ization of the nonrelativistic right Cauchy-Green tensor. 

The particle number density is specified materially and its spatial analogue 
n = nCr) is to obey the conservation law (nul');" = O. 

As a constitutive assumption, one proposes an equation of state e = e(y) for 
the energy e, computes from it the pressure tensor -p = 2n(aelay), and speci
fies the stress-energy tensor as 

t = (ne)u@u + p. 

Varying the action J'll ('4) R - 16nne),J _(4)g d 4x with respect to the basic fields 

cJ) and (4) g, one obtains the Euler-Lagrange equations 

\ Ein«4) g) = 8m and t"P;p = O. I 
Here (4) R is the scalar curvature of the four metric (4) g and Ein ('4) g)I'V = 

Rl'v - !Rgl'v = Gl'v is the Einstein tensor of (4)g, These are the basic field equa
tions of the coupled system-general relativity and perfect elasticity, The second 
set of equations t"P;p = 0 follows from the first using the Bianchi identities, The 
Hamiltonian structure of this coupled system can be obtained by combining the 
methods of this chapter with those of general relativity in, for instance, Fischer 
and Marsden [l979a). 
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In relativity the stress-energy-momentum tensor is usually taken to be the 
derivative of the matter Lagrangian with respect to the spacetime metric (4) g, as 
in Misner-Thorne and Wheeler [1973], p. 491-504 and Hawking and Ellis [1973], 
p. 66. Let us check that this is the case here. Namely, we claim that with t as 
defined above, 

whereas the pressure tensor can be written 

_ ae 
p - 2na(4)g 

It is the latter which is analogous to G = 2p(ae/ag). 
To prove our claim, note that 

2 a(-ne~=mg) 
~ _(4)g a(4)g~p 

_ -2 [ an e (4) ae /~ a~-(4)gJ 
- ~ _(4)g a(4)g~p ~ - g + na<4Jgtf.p 10,,/ - g + ne a(4)g"p 

now both nand e depend on (4)g through r = (4)g + U ® u, so 

~ _ an ar _ an. I = an 
a(4)g - ar a(4)g - ar ar 

and likewise, ae/a(4)g = ae/ar; also, 

aic;;;:: = t~_(4)g(4)g~P = t~_(4)g(y~P - u"uP); 

using these, our expression becomes 

-2[ an e + n ae + ne(y~p - u~UP)J' 
ay"p ay~p 2 

Finally, one learns from Carter [1973] that an/ay"p = -tny"P, hence the above 
expression has an internal cancellation, reducing it to -2[n(ae/aytf.p)
(1/2) n/;u"uP] which is (m;) u ® u - 2n(a/;/ar) = t indeed. 

Box 7.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 5.7 

World Tube 
<1>: CB X IR~'O ('0 = spacetime) 

Slicing 
i: ~ X IR ~ '0 
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Motion 
W(X, t) = i(¢>I(X, t), t) 

Velocity 

V'll = aw (V'll)" = aw" 
at' at 

Material Frame Velocity 

VI = ai (VI)" = ai" 
at' at 

Material Apparent Velocity 
V'II,I - a¢>1 
'-Tt 

Material Acceleration 

A'll = (~~ V'll, (A'll)" = a(~;>" + 'YPreV'll)P(V'II)Y 

Material Frame Acceleration 
AI = (4)Dv l 

dt 

Material Apparent Acceleration 
'(3)DV'II,1 

A'II,I = _...,--_ 
, dt 

Spatial Quantities 
v, a; compose material ones with w- I or (¢>I)-I. 

Absolute vs. Apparent Acceleration 
i,*a~,1 = a'll - al - 2 (4) V (v'll_",) Vi - k,(v'll - Vi, v'll - vl)n, 

Change of Framing 
¢>/o(¢>D-I = " 
a~,J = af + ,,*a~,1 + 2V~pp".v'll,1 vf , 

Correspondence with Newtonian Mechanics 
See Table 5.7.1 

Relativistic vs. Non-Relativistic 
Correspondence between stress, energy, and so on; see Table 5.7.2. 

Stress-energy tensor 
2 a --

t = neu ® u + p =,.j (4) aw [-n,,.j - (4) g] 
- g g 

Action for Relativistic Elasticity t «4)R - 16nn,),.j-(4)gd4x 

Field Equations 
Ein(,4)g) = 8nl, 
div t = 0, 

G"p = 8nt"p 
t"P;p = 0 

CH. 5 


